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INTRODUCTION 

The present study is articulated according to the following structure: i) a first and general part 
containing a brief description of the Portuguese competition authorities, competition legisla-
tion, and the parameters upon which the Portuguese competition authorities generally rely for 
market definition purposes; ii) a second part dealing with legal definitions of the different 
media activities in sector-specific legislation;  iii) and a third part containing an in-depth 
analysis of market definition in the media sector according to the existing administrative 
precedents. Judicial case law was not subject to our analysis because there has been no rele-
vant case before the Portuguese courts regarding the media sector where market definition has 
been analyzed. 
 

Part I presents an overview of Portuguese legislation in the area of competition and of the 
authorities in charge of the application of competition law. With regard to legislation, the 
analysis identifies market definition parameters and determines the degree of accuracy with 
which such parameters are described. This first part takes into account the recently concluded 
reform of Portugal’s legal framework for competition. 
 

Part II of the present study concentrates on sector-specific legislation. The aim of this section 
is to identify any possible definitions or criteria contained in such legal corpus that are being 
used or that may be used by the competition authorities for market definition purposes. The 
idea behind this part of the study is that on some occasions, competition authorities simply 
refer to the legal definitions of economic activities contained in these pieces of legislation to 
define the markets affected by a certain practice or merger transaction.  
 

Part III is dedicated to the analysis of the precedents existing in the specific field of media, 
with the aim of creating an accurate picture of how the general market-definition parameters 
identified in Part I and the legal definitions discussed in Part II are combined to construct the 
various market definitions.  
 

It should be mentioned that up to now the decisions from the entities responsible for the ap-
plication of competition law in Portugal were not published. This report is therefore based 
only on the decisions made available by the Portuguese Competition Authority regarding the 
media sector. In any event, it must be stressed that the authors only had access to the part of 
that decisions related to the market definition. 
 
Finally, we would like to thank the Autoridade da Concorrência and the Direcção-Geral do 
Comércio e da Concorrência for allowing us to consult unpublished decisions in the media 
sector, without which this study would have been impossible.  
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I. General framework on market definition in Portuguese competition law 

This part of the report aims at giving an overview of the main market definitions criteria de-
scribed in the Portuguese legislation. Given the importance and impact of the most recent 
reform of the Portuguese competition framework, and for the sake of clarity, we include a 
brief summary of the main features of the regime before and after the new Competition Act 
entered into force.  
 

1. The reform of Portuguese competition rules 

Aiming at reinforcing the international competitiveness of the Portuguese economy and at 
responding to a commitment at the European level1, there has been far-reaching reform of 
Portugal’s legal framework for competition. This reform concerned both substantial and 
procedural aspects of competition legislation, as well as the institutional structure of the 
enforcement agencies. It is expected to enhance the credibility of the Portuguese authorities 
responsible for the enforcement of competition law and to create a true culture of competition 
in Portugal. 
 

In view of that, Act 18/20032 of June 16, 2003, came into force, establishing the legal frame-
work for competition  (hereinafter referred to as “the Competition Act”) and thereby replacing 
Decree-Law 371/933, in force since 1994. 
 

1.1 The new competition authority 

The enactment of the Competition Act was preceded by Decree-Law 10/20034, which 
changed the institutional structure of the enforcement entities: It created an independent 
competition authority—the Autoridade da Concorrência—and it abolished or modified the 
competences of the former agencies responsible for the application of competition. The 
creation of a truly independent authority was the first step toward the reform of the legal 
framework applicable to competition in Portugal. 
 

The new Autoridade da Concorrência has powers to investigate and punish anticompetitive 
practices. It also has the power to authorize mergers subject to prior notification.  
 

In addition, and unlike the legislation in force until 2003, the Autoridade da Concorrência is 
empowered to apply the competition rules to all sectors of the Portuguese economy in co-
operation with sectoral regulatory bodies. 
 

The new Competition Act provides for rules on merger control, agreements and concerted 
practices and abuses of dominant positions. 

                                                 
1 In June 2000, at the European Competition Day in Lisbon, the then Portuguese Minister for Economic 
Affairs, Mr. Pina Moura, publicly assumed the commitment before the Commissioner Mario Monti to create 
a new Competition Authority. In 2001, a working group was set up with that purpose.  
2 Act 18/2003 (“the Competition Act”), published in the Official Gazette (“OG”) 134 of June 11, 2003. 
3 OG 254 of October 29, 1993. 
4 OG 15 of January 18, 2003. 
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1.2  Merger control 

Regarding merger control, significant changes have been introduced by the Competition Act. 
In line with EC Merger Regulation, the regime is now two fold: Proposed transactions are 
notified to the competition authority and if the operation does not raise any concerns the au-
thority may authorize it within thirty days from the date of the notification; otherwise, the 
procedure will enter into a second phase and the authority will then have ninety days to issue 
a final decision. 
 

If the final decision is to prohibit the transaction, Decree-Law 10/2003 foresees that the 
member of the government responsible for the economy may authorize a merger prohibited 
by the authority whenever the resulting benefits to fundamental national economic interests 
exceeds the inherent disadvantages for competition5. 
 

Where the parties to the transaction are active in regulated markets, the Competition Act sets 
forth that the competition authority and sectoral authorities 6 should cooperate in the 
application of competition legislation.  
 

1.3 Agreements and concerted practices 

The rules on agreements and concerted practices very much resemble Article 81 of the EC 
Treaty.  
 

Article 4(1) of the Competition Act prohibits all “agreements between undertakings, decisions 
by associations of undertakings and concerted practices between undertakings, whatever 
form they take, of which the object or effect is appreciably to prevent, distort or restrict 
competition in the whole or a part of the national market”.  
 
 

1.4 Abuses of dominant position 

Article 6 of the Competition Act prohibits the abuse of a dominant position by one or more 
undertakings in the national market or a substantial part of the national market. Article 6 is 
considered to be the counterpart of Article 82 of the EC Treaty. Like Article 82, Article 6 
contains an exemplificative list of situations where it may be considered that undertakings 
hold a dominant position. 
 

However, and contrary to Article 82 of the EC Treaty, the Competition Act expressly foresees 
the refusal to provide access to an essential network or other infrastructure as an abusive be-
havior7. 
 

                                                 
5 Article 34 of Decree-Law 10/2003. 
6 Such as the “ICP-ANACOM—Autoridade Nacional de Comunicações” and the “Alta Autoridade 
para a Comunicação Social - AACS”, who share competences in the media sector. 
7 Article 6(3), lit. (c) of the Competition Act. 
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1.5 Abuses of economic dependence 

Finally, it is worth noting that contrary to the legislation of some Member States, the Compe-
tition Act provides for a provision prohibiting the abuse of economic dependence8. Article 7 
prohibits the undertakings from engaging in the abusive exploitation of the economic depend-
ence on them of any suppliers or clients, because of the absence of an equivalent alternative. 
However, the Competition Act limited the scope of the prohibition by establishing that it is 
only applicable if the alleged practices affect the functioning of the market or the structure of 
the competition in a given market9. 
 

2. Legal framework until 2003 for Competition  

Since January 1, 199410 and until the new Competition Act entered into force11, competition 
in Portugal was regulated by Decree-Law 371/93 and Decree-Law 370/9312.  
 

Decree–Law 371/93, which concerns the protection and promotion of competition, prohibited 
agreements between undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings, concerted prac-
tices, abuses of economic dependence and abuses of dominant positions that might distort 
competition in the Portuguese market. It also established a system for the prior control of 
mergers. 
 

Decree-Law 370/9313 separately governed restrictive practices such as discriminatory pricing 
or sales conditions, refusals to sell, and predatory pricing. 

                                                 
8 The abuse of economic dependence is also prohibited under French and German law. In France, according 
to Articles L. 420-2 and L. 442-6, Book V, Title II of the Commercial Code (Code de Commerce),  « Est […] 
prohibée, dès lors qu'elle est susceptible d'affecter le fonctionnement ou la structure de la concurrence, 
l'exploitation abusive par une entreprise ou un groupe d'entreprises de l'état de dépendance économique dans 
lequel se trouve à son égard une entreprise cliente ou fournisseur In Germany,  abuses of economic 
dependence fall within the concept of “relative” market power. Pursuant to Section 20 § 2 of the Act Against 
Restrains of Competition (Gesetz gegen Wettbewerbsbeschränkungen), an undertaking has “relative” market 
power if small and medium-size enterprises or suppliers depend on it for supply or demand because they 
cannot switch to other suppliers or customers, respectively.  
9 According to Article 7 of the Competition Act, “ in so far as it may affect the functioning of the market or 
the structure of the competition, one or more undertaking shall not engage in the abusive exploitation of the 
economic dependence on it or them of any supplier or client on account of the absence of an equivalent alter-
native.” 
10 In 1936, Portugal adopted its first legislation on the control of economic associations. However, this law 
was never used as a means to protect competition. After Portugal joined EFTA there were several legislative 
attempts, the first competition law being issued in 1972, which never entered into effect. Only in 1983 was 
the first operational legislation issued, which ruled competition in Portugal from 1984 until January 1994: 
Decree-Law 422/83 of December 3, 1983, together with Decree-Law 293/82 of July, 27 1982, which set up 
the Directorate General for Competition and Prices, and Decree-Law 428/88 of November 19, 1988, which 
regarded merger control.  
11 On June 16, 2003 
12 OG 254 of October 29, 1993. 
13 As amended by Decree-Law 148/98 of May 16, 1998. 
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2.1 The competition agencies 

The competence to apply competition law was assigned to two different administrative 
bodies: the Directorate General for Trade and Competition (Direcção-Geral do Comércio e 
da Concorrência, hereinafter referred to as “DGCC”) and the Competition Council (Conselho 
da Concorrência, hereinafter referred to as “CC”). 
 

As mentioned above, Decree-Law 10/2003 extinguished the CC and modified the compe-
tences of the DGCC. Most of the decisions referred to in the third part of the present study 
were adopted under Decree-Law 371/93 by the CC or the Minister of Trade following a report 
prepared by the DGCC. Therefore, in the following sections we refer to the specific compe-
tences of these entities as regards the application of rules on merger control, agreements and 
concerted practices, and abuses of dominant position. 
 

2.2 The Directorate General for Trade and Competition 

The DGCC was in charge of monitoring and investigating the existence of infringements of 
the competition rules, as well as of gathering evidence and further relevant elements that 
could justify the opening of proceedings. For that purpose, the DGCC was entitled to conduct 
investigations at the premises of undertakings, including the power to search for, examine and 
seize copies of documents, and to take oral depositions from personnel14. Besides, the DGCC 
was the authority to which all concentrations had to be notified15. The DGCC would prepare 
the merger notifications proceedings, assess their compatibility with national legislation and 
finally it was for the Minister of Trade to decide on their approval. 
 

2.3 The Competition Council 

The CC was entrusted with the power to decide on the initiation of proceedings, based on 
anticompetitive conduct prohibited by Portuguese legislation on competition, in addition to 
those referred to it by the DGCC. Besides, the CC was authorized to decide on the conclusion 
of the proceedings16, to oblige the undertaking(s) concerned to adopt all the necessary mea-
sures to stop the anticompetitive practice or its effects17, and to impose fines18.  
 

2.4 Merger Control 

Concentrations meeting legal thresholds had to be notified to the DGCC. As mentioned 
above, this body was the entity responsible for the analysis and the instruction of the proceed-
ings before the Minister for Trade. The DGCC shall in particular analyze the notification, 
draft a preliminary report, conduct a written hearing with the undertakings participating in the 

                                                 
14 Article 23(1) of Decree-Law 371/93. 
15 ibid. Article 30(1).  
16 ibid. Article 27(1), lit. (a). 
17 ibid. Article 27(1), lit. (b). 
18 ibid. Article 27(1), lit. (c). 
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concentration and prepare a final report. Within merger control procedures, it is therefore the 
DGCC the entity responsible for the definition of the relevant markets. 
 

This final report would then be submitted to the Minister of Trade19, the authority competent 
for making a decision. In case of clearance subject to conditions and obligations, or in case of 
a prohibition, the decision had to take the form of a joint order from the Minister of Trade and 
the Minister responsible for the economic activities affected by the concentration20 and be 
preceded by the opinion of the CC21. 
 

When the CC was called to issue its opinion, it would assess whether the proposed concentra-
tion would have a negative impact on competition as a result of the creation or reinforcement 
of a dominant position, and if this happened to be the case, whether the concentration bene-
fited from a positive economic  balance and, where this was not the case, whether the oper a-
tion nonetheless benefited from a positive efficient balance. At this stage, and for these pur-
poses, the CC would also assess the relevant market affected by the concentration. Upon re-
ceipt of the opinion issued by the CC, the Minister of Trade would adopt one of the following 
decisions: to not oppose the concentration; to not oppose the concentration subject to condi-
tions and obligations adequate to maintain effective competition; or to prohibit the concentra-
tion. 
 

2.5 Agreements and concerted practices 

Regards agreements and concerted practices, Decree-Law 371/93 established rules similar to 
those under Article 81 of the EC Treaty. Any agreement or decision prohibited under compe-
tition rules was null and void unless it was justified. 
 

Unlike EC law, under Decree-Law 371/93 it was not compulsory for the undertakings to file 
an application for their agreements in order to benefit from an exemption22. They could notify 
their agreements and obtain from the CC a declaration of the legality of such agreements.  
 

Exemptions then would be granted by the CC following a prior examination of a purely 
administrative nature23.The CC could issue a decision of negative clearance or a declaration of 
inapplicability. 
 
 

A negative clearance was a decision issued by the CC declaring that there was no 
infringement of Article 2 of the Competition Act on the basis of the facts presented24; a 

                                                 
19 ibid. Article 31. 
20 ibid. Article 34(2). 
21 ibid. Article 34(1). 
22 According to Article 5(2), those practices may be subject to prior evaluation by the Competition Council 
(“CC”), and may be granted an individual exemption.  
23 Ministerial Order 1097/93 of October 29, 1993, laying down the condition under which undertakings may 
apply to the CC for clearance or exemption of agreements. 
24 Article 1(1)(2) of Ministerial Order 1097/93 of October 29,1993. 
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declaration of inapplicability was a decision of the CC declaring that, on the basis of the facts 
presented, the conditions under Article 5 (1) of Decree-Law 371/93 were met25. 
 

2.6 Abuses of dominant position 

Article 3 of Decree-Law 371/93 prohibited the abuse of a dominant position by one or more 
undertakings in the national market or a substantial part of it. Article 3 was considered to be 
the counterpart of Article 82 of the EC Treaty. In contrast with Article 82 of the EC Treat, 
Article 3 of Decree-Law 371/93 laid down presumptions of dominant position based on mar-
ket shares26. 
 

2.7 Abuse of economic dependence 

According to Article 4 of Decree-Law 371/93, “the abuse by one or more undertakings of the 
position of economic dependence upon that undertaking by a supplier or buyer as the result of 
the absence of an equivalent alternative” was prohibited. 
 
 

 

 

 

3.  Market definition 

3.1 Introduction 

As defined by the European Commission in its Notice On The Definition Of The Relevant 
Market27, the main purpose of “market definition” is to identify in a systematic way the 
competitive constraints to which undertakings are subject. Thus, “market definition” is not an 
end in itself, but rather an analytical tool that helps to find the competitive constraints on 
undertakings. 
 

In Portuguese competition law (both in the old competition framework and after the new 
Competit ion Act), the following are three main sets of rules whose application requires a 
definition of the relevant market: when considering whether an agreement has the effect of 
restricting competition, when considering whether an undertaking has abused a dominant 
position, and when determining whether a merger would create or strengthen a dominant posi-
tion. 
 
 

In the following sections we refer to the criteria applied by the Portuguese authorities regard-
ing the definition of relevant markets. However, and as referred to in the introduction to this 
study, it should be mentioned again that the authors had access only to decisions from the 
competition authorities on the media sector. 
 

                                                 
25 ibid. Article 1(2) (3). 
26 Market dominance was presumed in the following cases: 30% of the market share, in the case of one under-
taking; 50% of the combined market share, in the case of three or less undertakings operating jointly within a 
market; and 65% of the combined market share in the case of five or fewer undertakings acting together 
within a market. 
27 Commission Notice on the Definition of the Relevant Market for the Purposes of Community Competition 
Law, OJ C 372 of December 9, 1997. 
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3.2 The standard approach of demand and supply when defining the relevant market 

The first reference to the methodology to define relevant markets was made in a short notice 
of the CC dating from 198828, according to which the relevant market within which to assess 
a given competition issue is established by the combination of the product and geographic 
market. As for the definition of a relevant geographic market, the CC simply qualifies it as 
unproblematic, without further developing it. As for the “substantial”29 definition of the 
relevant market (i.e. in terms of products), the CC expressly states that the relevant market 
should comprise all the products (goods or services) that would be regarded as substitutable 
by a normal buyer, regarding its price, qualitative characteristics and their intended use.   
 

Decree-Law 371/93 did not provide for any criteria to be used when defining relevant mar-
kets30. Nevertheless, the general practice of the DGCC and the CC indicate that the Portu-
guese competition authorities relied upon the standard approach of demand and supply substi-
tutability as identified within the jurisprudence of the Court of Justice31 and the Commission 
Notice On The Definition Of The Relevant Market.  
 

The new Competition Act does not provide for any criteria for defining the relevant market 
either. The provisions on agreements and concerted practices, as well as the provisions pro-
hibiting abuses of dominant position, make reference to the “whole or part of the national 
market”, thereby defining the geographic scope over which the Competition Authority has 
jurisdiction. However, they do not provide for any parameter to define the relevant market. 
 

The new Notification Form32 issued by the Competition Authority for the purposes of merger 
notification makes explicit reference to the need to distinguish both geographic and product 
dimensions of a market. According to this form: 
 

“The relevant product/service market consists of all the goods or services which the 
consumer or user considers interchangeable or mutually substitutable by virtue of their 
technical characteristics, price or intended use”. And, 
 

“The relevant geographical market consists of the area in which the undertakings in question 
supply and procure relevant products or services, in which the conditions for competition are 
fairly homogeneous, and in which a distinction can be made with neighboring geographical 
areas, since, in particular, the competitive conditions in such areas are considerable 
different” 33. 

                                                 
28 Cf. CC Activities Report (“AR”) [1987], OG 226 of September 29, 1988, p. 9026, Section 4.  
29 The Portuguese competition authorities usually refer to the relevant product market as the “substantial 
market” (mercado material). 
30 Neither Decree-Law 433/83. 
31 Cf. CC Decision Centralcer, p. 14 721, § 30, AR [2000], where the CC directly refers to the definition of 
relevant product market given by the Court of Justice on the United Brands case (Case 27/76, [1978] ECR-
207). 
32 Regulation 2/E/2003. Available at: www.autoridadedaconcorrencia.pt. 
33 Cf. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 of the Notification Form. 
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II. Sector specific legislation 

The aim of this section is to present an overview of the Portuguese sector-specific legislation 
regarding the media sector in order to fully understand all the factors contributing to the me-
dia market definitions. 
 

1.  Market definition in media focused legislation 

Market definition in media-focused legislation is mainly aimed at delimitating its scope of 
application. For this reason, definitions in sector-focused legislation are usually straightfor-
ward and quite comprehensive. This approach is rather different from the competition-law 
dynamic approach, which is based on a set of criteria aimed at helping to find for each case 
competitive constrains upon undertakings.   
 

Notwithstanding their differences, occasionally the competition authorities rely on sector 
specific legislation to distinguish relevant markets. 
 

Indeed, in some cases —and most particularly where competition authorities rely on the sup-
ply substitutability test—the barriers imposed by sector legislation to carry out certain activ i-
ties may lead to the conclusion that a separate market exists. 
 

The following section distinguishes among different sectors of media activities, which corre-
spond to different set of rules, most particularly: 1.1 television broadcasting, 1.2 radio and 
music, 1.3 press and publishing, 1.4 video and cinema, and 1.5 Internet. Finally, a reference is 
made to 2. market definitions in the new electronic -communications framework. 
  

1.1 Television broadcasting 

The television broadcasting sector is mainly regulated through a new law concerning televi-
sion activity, hereafter referred to as “the New Television Act”34, which revoked the televi-
sion act in force until 200335. The New Television Act is part of the Portuguese government’s 
initiative for restructuring the audiovisual sector. It regulates access and exercise of television 
broadcasting activities. The New Television Act does not substantially change the prior legal 
concept of television activities.  
 

According to the act, “television” is defined as the schedule of programming in the form of 
non-permanent images and sounds through electromagnetic waves or any other appropriate 
vehicle, propagating over the air or by wire, susceptible to reception by the general public, 
excluding telecommunication services only provided at individual request36.  

                                                 
34 Law 32/2003 (“the New Television Act”), OG 193 I-A of August 22, 2003. 
35 Law 31-A/98, OG 160 I-A of July 14, 1998. 
36 Article 2(1), lit. (a) of the New Television Act. 
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In addition, the New Competition Act defines a “broadcaster” as the legal person entitled to 
perform the television activity37. The broadcaster is also the legal person responsible for the 
composition of television program schedules38. 
 

At a general level, no distinction is made between broadcasters regarding the mode of trans-
mission they use or upon the type of program they broadcast. However, the New Television 
Act provides for different access regimes that depend, for instance, on whether the mode of 
broadcasting is free or paid, public or private, by satellite, cable or over the air. The diffe-
rences between their respective regimes may be such as to constitute a different market. 
 

Without going into great detail, we describe below possible categories of broadcas ters and the 
respective regulatory regime to which they are subject. 
 

• Public-service TV vs. private television 

According to Article 46 of the New Television Act, public -service television shall guarantee 
“objectivity and independence”.  For this reason, public -service television is subject to spe-
cific rules. The most important difference between public -service television and private 
broadcasters is that public -service television is financed through the state and advertising39, 
whereas private broadcasters are financed through advertising (free-to-air TV) or subscription 
fees (pay-TV) only. Public service television is also obliged to broadcast a set of programs 
and services that are characterized by their universality, excellence, rigor and independence40.  
 

The concession of the public -service television was given to the Rádio Televisão Portuguesa 
(RTP) pursuant to the concession agreement entered into on December 31, 199641. 
 

• Pay television vs. free-TV 

According to the New Television Act, pay-TV programs are the television-program services 
that are encrypted and for which a payment is charged for viewing (this payment is different 
from the one due for access to the facility of television distribution and its use)42. As to the 
definition of free television, this is not provided by the New Television Act. However, we can 
differentiate it from paid television for the fact that its access is not encrypted.  
 

• Over the air vs. cable and satellite 

The New Television Act establishes a special regime for access to television-broadcasting 
activity depending on the use or not of terrestrial hertzian spectrum. Where the use of the 
terrestrial hertzian spectrum is envisaged, the activity of television broadcasting by private 
operators is subject to the granting of a license preceded by a public tender. Where the use of 

                                                 
37 ibid. Article 2(1), lit.(b). 
38 ibid. lit. (c). 
39 Article 1 of Law 30/2003, OG 193 I-A of August 22, 2003. 
40 Article 47 of the New Television Act. 
41 Article 3 of Law 33/2003, OG 193 I-A of August 22, 2003. 
42 Article 9(5) of the New Television Act. 
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the terrestrial herzian spectrum is not envisaged (cable or satellite), authorization from the 
regulatory entity will suffice43. 
 

The licenses or authorizations are granted for a geographic area corresponding to one or se-
veral municipalities and for a period of 15 years, after which they can be renewed44. 
 

• Thematic vs. generalist TV 

The New Television Act makes a distinction between generalist and thematic programs. Ge-
neralist programs are defined as the television programs services that have a diversified pro-
gramming and a general content45; thematic programs are those whose programming model is 
focused on given content, specific subjects or directed to a specific public 46. 
 

• International, national, regional vs. local TV 

According to the New Television Act, television-program services can be further distin-
guished by the range of its coverage, whether international, national, regional or local47. 
 
The legislation defines international television programs as those that are aimed at audiences 
located in other countries. National programs are defined as those that aim to cover the entire 
country generally, including the Autonomic Regions. 
 

• Digital terrestrial television 

Digital Video Broadcasting for Terrestrial Television (DVBTT) is not yet available in Portu-
gal. Pursuant to Decree-Law 381-A/97, a public tender to license the exploitation of a 
DVBTT platform was launched48 and a license was granted, but the Portuguese Government 
revoked this license on March 25, 200349. The reason given by the Portuguese Government 
was that not all the necessary conditions were met for the introduction of digital television in 
Portugal. Namely, the equipment required to launch the initiative was not available in mass 
quantities in international and national markets. 
 

According to the regulation of the public tender, the licensee would be obliged to reserve 
encrypting, multiplexing, transport and broadcasting capacity to the public service of televi-
sion, to all the television channels licensed before the Television Act entered into force, and 
to three more television channels to be granted to other entities50. 
 

                                                 
43 ibid. Article 15(1). 
44 ibid. Article 20. 
45 ibid. Article 9(2). 
46 ibid. Article 9(3). 
47 ibid. Article 8(1). 
48 The regulation of the public tender was approved by Ministerial Order 346-A/2001 of April 6, 2001. 
49 Administrative Rule 6937/2003 of March 25, 2003. 
50 Article 21(1) of Ministerial Order 346-A/2002. 
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The licensee should also be subject to public -service obligations such as the full and simulta-
neous broadcasting of all the television channels available in the analogical network until the 
termination of all analogical broadcasting51. 
 

Besides, when the analogical network is no longer available, analogical television operators 
would be granted a right of access to the digital television network. As compensation, the 
digital-television licensee would be entitled to a fair fee52. 
 

1.2 Radio and music  

1.2.1 Radio  
 
The Radio Act53 lays down the principles for the access to and the performance of radio-
broadcasting activity. According to it, radio broadcasting is defined as the unilateral transmis-
sion of sounds through waves or by any other appropriate means to the public in general54. 
 

• Public vs. Private radios 

The Radio Act differentiates between public and private radio broadcasters. According to the 
act, public operators are committed with special public -service obligations and, therefore, 
should guarantee, among other things, the quality and independence of the information broad-
cast as well as the universality of the service they provide55. 
 

In addition, public and private radio broadcasters are submitted to a different regime as re-
gards the access to the activity and the financing56. 
 

Public -service radio is granted to a concessionaire for a period of 15 years on a renewable 
basis and, like public -service television, public -service radio is financed through the state57.  
 

Regarding access to private-broadcasting activity, the Radio Act provides for two alternatives 
depending on the use or not of the terrestrial herzian spectrum.  
 

Where the use of the terrestrial herzian spectrum is envisaged, the activity of radio broadcas-
ting by private operators is subject to the granting of a license preceded by a public tender. 
Where that is not the case, an authorization from the regulatory entity will suffice. Further-
more, private radio broadcasters are financed through advertising58. 

                                                 
51 ibid. Article 22. 
52 ibid. Article 23. 
53 Law 4/2001 (“the Radio Act”), OG 46 I-A of February 23, 2001. 
54 ibid. Article 2(1), lit. (a). 
55 ibid. Articles 10 and 47. 
56 ibid. Articles 10 and 49. 
57 Article 1 of Law 30/2003. 
58Article 14 of the Radio Act. 
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• Thematic vs. generalist service of programs 

The Radio Act distinguishes between generalist and thematic -program service. Thematic -
program service is defined as the kind of service based on a programming model focused on 
specific musical, informative or other content. A generalist-program service is one that fo-
cuses on a universal programming model comprising several types of contents59. 
 

• National, regional, local program broadcasting 

Distinctions may be also made regarding their coverage. The Radio Act distinguishes between 
national, regional and local broadcasting programs60. 
 

1.2.2 Music 
 

With regard to music, most of the regulation is to be found in the Copyright Act61. The as-
pects concerning the creation, production and distribution of phonographic work are dealt 
with in articles 141 to 148 of the Copyright Act. 
 

Law 12/81 establishes that the television channels and radio stations should broadcast a cer-
tain minimum of Portuguese music62. 
 

1.3 Press and publishing 

1.3.1 Press 

The Press Act sets up the principles for the access and the performance of press activity63. 
 

Article 9 defines press as printed reproductions (publications) of texts or images available to 
the public, regardless of the printing and reproduction process or the distribution method. 
Companies' reports, statistics, lists, catalogues, maps, posters, flyers, programs or any other 
form of publicity, announcements, official forms and other forms usually used in social and 
commercial relations are excluded. 
 

The Press Act provides for some distinctions, which could have some relevance for market 
definition purposes.  
 

• Periodical vs. non-periodical publications 

The Press Act distinguishes periodical and non-periodical publication. Periodical publications 
are defined as ones published in a continuous series, without any pre-established time of dura-
tion, within the same heading and comprising certain periods of time. Non-periodical public a-
tions are published only once, in volumes or parts and usually with uniform content64. 
 
                                                 
59 ibid. Article 2(1), lit. (d) and (e). 
60 ibid. Article 4. 
61 Decree-Law 63/85 (”the Copyright Act”), OG 61 of March 14, 1985.  
62 Law 12/81, OG 165 of July 21, 1981. 
63 Law 2/99 (“the Press Act ”), OG 10 of January 13, 1999. 
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• National vs. foreign publications 

According to the Press Act, Portuguese publications are the ones published in any part of the 
Portuguese territory, independently of the language they have been written, under the copy-
right and responsibility of a Portuguese editor or national of any other EU Member State, as 
long as it has a seat or permanent representation in national territory. A foreign publication is 
defined as one that does not fulfill these characteristics65. 
 

• Doctrinal vs. informative publications 

The Press Act defines doctrinal publications as ones whose content or adopted perspective 
aims at spreading any ideology or religious creed. Informative publications are aimed at 
spreading information or news. Informative publications may be further divided into “ge-
neral” and “specialized” informative publications 66. 
 

• National, regional and language oriented publications 

According to their scope, the Press Act distinguishes between national publications, regional 
publications and publications addressed to Portuguese communities abroad67.  
 

1.3.2  Publishing 

There is no exclusive legal framework for publishing in Portugal. The aspects concerning the 
creation, publication, production, and distribution of books are dealt with in the Copyright Act 
and aspects regarding the companies involved are dealt with in the Press Act.  
 

There are, however, specific rules regarding the fixation of book prices. According to Decree-
Law 176/96, a publisher must fix a price for the sale of all books it publishes 68. The same act 
provides for a definition of books. However, no distinction is made between the different 
types of books. For competition law purposes the following distinctions could be of relevance 
and—as it will be further demonstrated in the third part of this study—have indeed been used 
by competition authorities to delimitate relevant markets. 
 

• Books vs. other publications 

According to Decree-Law 176/96, books are defined as every printed work, in several copies, 
containing letters, texts and/or visible illustrations, constituted by pages, forming a unitary 
and autonomous volume, covered, and with marketing purposes69. 
 

Accordingly, books could be defined in opposition to magazines or publications with other 
characteristics. 
 
 

                                                                                                                                      
64 ibid. Article 11. 
65 ibid. Article 12. 
66 ibid. Article 13. 
67 ibid. Article 14. 
68 Article 2 of Decree-Law 176/96, OG 220 of October 21, 1996. 
69 ibid. Article 1, lit. (a). 
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• Fixed-price books vs. non-fixed price books 

Sectoral-based legislation distinguishes between books subject to a mandatory fixed-price 
regime and books whose price is freely established by supply and demand mechanisms. For 
instance, the following books are out of the scope of the fixed price obligation: second-hand 
books, sold-out books, out-of-print books, out-of-catalogue books and any pre-publication 
subscription. The price of school books, such as text and exercise books, is also freely esta-
blished according to market rules70.  
 

• School books vs. general literature books 

According to Decree-Law 176/96, school books (comprising both text and exercise books) are 
working tools aimed at basic compulsory education students. These books are different from 
ordinary books in as much as their price is not fixed. In addition, school books are subject to 
specific legislation issued every year by the Minister of Education71. 
 

1.4 Video and cinema 

Cinema and video, as well as audiovisual activities, are ruled by Decree-Law 350/9372 and the 
Copyright Act. These diplomas provide for several definitions, whic h are likely to be used by 
the competition authorities for market definition purposes. 
 

• Cinematographic vs. audiovisual work 

“Cinematographic work” is defined as the intellectual creation of moving images accompa-
nied by sounds or not accompanied by sounds, for projection in showrooms specially pre-
pared for that purpose. A “film” is the physical bearer of a cinematographic work73.  
 

“Audiovisual work” is the intellectual creation of moving images, which may be accompanied 
by sounds, aimed at televised broadcasting or other means of reproduction and intended 
mainly for domestic viewing74. 
 

• Film vs. videogram 

“Videogram” is defined as a register that results from the electronic recording of moving im-
ages, which may be accompanied by sounds, for public or private exhibition and broadcasting 
by television operators, including the reproduction of cinematographic and audiovisual 
works75.A “film” is defined as the material support of a cinematographic work for public or 
private exhibition and to which the rights that allow the commercial exploitation refer76. 
 

                                                 
70 ibid. Article 15. 
71 Cf. Decree-Law 369/90, OG 273 of November 26, 1990. 
72 OG 235 I-A of October 7, 1993. 
73 ibid. Article 2(1), lit. (a) and (c). 
74 ibid. Article 2(1), lit. (b). 
75 ibid. Article 2(1), lit. (h). 
76 ibid. Article 2(1), lit. (c). 
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Decree-Law 350/93 further distinguishes between feature films, shorts films, advertising films 
and commercial films. 
 

• Feature vs. short films 

A “feature film” is defined as a film with length of 1600m or more, intended for the 35mm 
format77. A “short-film”: a film with length inferior to 1600m or more, intended for the 35mm 
format78. 
 

• Advertising vs. commercial films 

An “advertising film” is defined as a film made with the purpose of promoting the supply of 
goods and services within a commercial, industrial and handcraft activity or with the purpose 
of promoting ideas, initiatives or institutions79. The advertising film is subject to a special 
regime foreseen in articles 26 and 27 of Decree-Law 350/93. 
 

A “commercial film” is defined as any film destined for a commercial and expectedly profit-
able exploitation80.  
 

• Cinematographic production, distribution and exhibition 

Even though Decree-Law 350/93 does not provide for a definition of each of the activities of 
cinematographic production, distribution and exhib ition, the decree is organized by different 
levels on a cinematographic value chain.  
 

1.5 Internet 

Portugal has incorporated Directive 2000/31/CE81, regarding certain legal aspects of informa-
tion society services, in particular electronic commerce in the on-line market, through Decree-
Law 7/200482. 
 

According to this Decree-Law, “information society services” are defined as any services 
rendered at a distance by electronic means, in exchange of retribution or, at least, in the con-
text of an economic activity, at an individual request. 

                                                 
77 ibid. Article 2(1), lit. (d). 
78 ibid. Article 2(1), lit. (e). 
79 ibid. Article 2(1), lit. (f). 
80 ibid. Article 2(1), lit. (g). 
81 Directive 2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of June 8, 2000 on certain legal aspects 
of information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market (“the Directive on 
electronic commerce”), [2000] OJ L 178/1. The process of incorporation of this Directive has been initiated 
by Portugal with the approval of Law 7/2003 of May 9, authorising the government to legislate on those 
matters. 
82 Decree-Law 7/2003, OG L 5, I-A of January 7, 2004. 
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2. Market definitions in the New Electronic-Communications Framework  

In 2003 the New Electronic -Communications Framework entered into force, replaces the 
previous telecommunications regulatory framework and is aimed at, among other things, fa-
cing the new challenges put forward by the process of technological convergence of the tele-
communications, media and information technology sectors.  
 

The new regulatory framework—consisting of one framework Directive83 and five specific 
Directives 84—establishes a harmonized framework for the regulation of, not only telecommu-
nications, but all electronic -communications networks, services and associated facilities. The 
new framework therefore applies to all networks that permit the conveyance of signals (being 
wire or wireless, circuit or packet switched, used for telecom, broadcasting or other services), 
all services consisting on the conveyance of signals on these networks and all facilities that 
are associated with them (such as conditional-access systems).  
 

In general terms, the new regulatory framework is aimed at ensuring effective competition in 
the electronic communications sector through the combined use of regulatory mechanisms 
with competition law principles. The main idea is that ex ante regulatory obligations (inter 
alia obligation of transparency, non-discrimination, unbundling, price control) should only be 
imposed where there is no effective competition85.  
 

The national regulatory authorities, in coordination with the national and European competi-
tion authorities are called to play a major role under this new regime, which establishes that it 
is for the national regulatory authorities to assess whether competition is effective in a given 
market and in assessing significant market power. 
 

For that purpose, the new regulatory framework makes use of a number of competition-law 
concepts, such as the concept of “significant market power” (which corresponds to the defini-
tion of “dominant position” given by the case law) and “relevant market”. Given the scope of 
the present study, we will merely refer to the extension to which the new regulatory frame-
work may influence market definition in the media sector. 

                                                 
83 Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of March 7, 2002 on a common 
regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services (hereinafter “the Framework 
Directive”), [2002] OJ L 108/33.  
84 Directive 2002/20/EC of the European Parliament and the of the Council of March 7, 2002 on the authori-
sation of electronic communications network and services ( “the Authorisation Directive”), [2002] OJ L 
108/21; Directive 2002/19/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of March 7, 2002 on access to, 
and interconnection of, electronic communications networks and associated facilities (“the Access Direc-
tive”), [2002] OJ L 108/7; Directive 2002/22/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of March 7, 
2002 on universal service and users’ rights relating to electronic communications networks and services (“the 
Universal Service Directive”), [2002] OJ L 108/51; Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of July 31, 2002 concerning the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the 
electronic communications sector (“ the Directive on Privacy and Electronic Communications”), [2002] OJ L 
201/37; Commission Directive 2002/77/EC of September 16, 2002, on competition in the markets for elec-
tronic communications networks and services, [2002] OJ L 249/21. 
85 See Recital 27 of the Framework Directive. 
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According to Decree Law 5/200486—which transposed the new regulatory framework into 
national legislation—it is for the national regulatory authority87 to define the relevant geo-
graphic and product markets, in accordance with the principles of competition law. Moreover, 
pursuant to the Framework Directive88, national regulatory authorities shall also take the ut-
most account of the recommendations and the guidelines as defined by the European Com-
mission. In this respect, three pieces of legislation are of special relevance: the Access Direc-
tive, the Commission Recommendation89 and the Commission Guidelines90 on market defin i-
tion. In these pieces of legislation one may find a number of market definitions pre-
established by the European Commission on the basis of its knowledge of the sector, and that 
could be of relevance for market-definitions purposes in the media sector.  
 

Under the new regulatory framework, the competition authorities are called to define relevant 
markets in accordance with the principles of European competition law. For this reason, mar-
ket definition cannot fundamentally differ from the one carried out from a point of view based 
purely on competition law. Nevertheless—as noted by the European Commission— “markets 
defined for the purposes of competition law and markets defined for the purpose of sector 
specific regulation may not always be identical”91.  
 

From the analysis of the above-referred legislation, the following distinctions can be made: 
 

• Retail vs. wholesale markets 

In its recommendation on relevant product and service markets, the European Commission 
identifies a list of relevant product and service markets in which ex ante regulation may be 
warranted. According to the recommendations, within the electronic communic ations sector 
there are at least two main types of relevant markets to consider: markets for services or pro-
ducts provided to end users (retail market) and markets for the inputs that are necessary for 
operators to provide services and products to end users (wholesale markets).According to the 
European Commission within these two broad categories, further market distinctions may be 
made depending on demand- and supply-side characteristics. 
 

With particular relevance in the media sector, the Commission has identified within the 
wholesale market the market for “wholesale broadband access” and the market for “broad-
casting-transmission services, to deliver broadband content to end users”92. 
 
 

                                                 
86 Article 58 of Decree-Law 5/2004, OG 34 of February 10, 2004. 
87 According to Article 3, lit. (bb) the national regulatory authority is the “ICP-ANACOM—Autoridade 
Nacional de Comunicações”.  
88 Article 15 (3). 
89 See Commission Recommendation of February 11, 2003 on relevant product and service markets within 
the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante regulation in accordance with Directive 
2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on a common regulatory framework for electronic 
communications networks and services [2003], OJ L 114/45 (“Commission Recommendation”). 
90 See Commission Guidelines on market analysis and the assessment of significant market power under the 
Community regulatory framework for electronic communications network and services [2002] OJ C 165/6, 
(hereinafter “Guidelines on market analysis”). 
91 See Recital 25 of the Guidelines on market analysis. 
92 See §§ 12 and 18 of the Annex to the Commission Recommendation. 
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• Access markets 

According to Decree Law 5/2004, “access” means the making available of facilities and/or 
services to another undertaking, under defined conditions, on either an exclusive or non-
exclusive basis, for the purpose of providing electronic -communications services93. 
 

Within the access market one may distinguish an upstream market for the provision of access 
to the network and a downstream market for the provision of services and/or information 
conveyed over the network.  
 

• Network vs. service  

Decree Law 5/2004 defines “electronic communication service” as the service normally pro-
vided for remuneration which consists wholly or mainly in the conveyance of signals on elec-
tronic communications networks. It includes telecommunications services and transmission 
services in networks used for broadcasting. Accordingly, it includes radio, TV broadcasting, 
and cable TV, irrespective of the type of information conveyed. However, it excludes services 
providing, or exercising editorial control over, content transmitted using electronic communi-
cations networks and services including audio-text services. 
 

“Electronic -communication network” is defined as the transmission systems and, where ap-
plicable, switching or routing equipment and other resources which permit the conveyance of 
signals by wire, by radio, by optical or by other electromagnetic means, including satellite 
networks, fixed and mobile terrestrial networks, electricity cable systems, to the extent that 
they are used for the purpose of transmitting signals, networks used for radio and television 
broadcasting, and cable television networks, irrespective of the information conveyed. 
 

• Transmission vs. content 

Decree Law 5/2004 makes a distinction between the regulation of transmission and the regu-
lation of content. According to it, the content of services (such as broadcasting content or e-
commerce services) delivered over electronic communications networks falls outside its 
scope. Pursuant to Article 2 (3) of Decree Law 5/2004, other measures may be taken, at Com-
munity or national level, in order to promote objectives of general interest such as the 
regulation of content and audio-visual policy. Leaving aside the regulation of content, it 
seams that the legislator is acknowledging that sector specific legislation might not be the best 
instrument to achieve general- interest goals, such as freedom of expression, media pluralism 
or cultural and linguistic diversity.  
 

In the light of the increasing convergence of the telecommunications, media and information 
technology sectors driven by digital technology, one may wonder whether it is possible to 
completely separate the regulation of transmission from the regulation of content.  
 

                                                 
93 According to it, access covers inter alia access to: network elements and associated facilities; physical 
infrastructure (buildings, ducts, masts); relevant software systems; number translation systems offering 
equivalent functionality; fixed and mobile networks; conditional access system for digital TV services and 
virtual-network services. 
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• Conditional access to digital interactive television 

The Access Directive describes a number of market definitions relating to the access to digital 
interactive television and radio services, most particularly (i) the retail market for digital tele-
vision services and radio broadcasting services to viewers and listeners, and (ii) the market for 
conditional access systems and other associated facilities 94. According to the general frame-
work, these markets cannot be further divided according to the means of transmission95. 

 

                                                 
94 Article 6(3) Subsection 2 of the Access Directive. 
95 Article 18(1), lit. (a) of the Framework Directive. 
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III. Analysis of market definition 

Introduction 

This part of the analysis will cover different media markets as defined by the Portuguese ad-
ministrative authorities on a case-by-case basis.  
 

It should be noted that given the fact that only very recently did the new competition authority 
start functioning, this study is exclusively based on decisions adopted by the entities in charge 
of applying competition law until March 24 of 2003: the Minister for Trade, the CC and the 
DGCC96, as described in the Part I of this study. The references to the case law are attached as 
Annex A. 
 

Further, it should be noted that regarding the practice of the CC, all the decisions, opinions 
and notices referred to in the following sections were published in the CC’s Activities Re-
ports. These yearly reports are published in the Official Gazette every year from 1984 until 
2002. 
 

Regarding the practice of DGCC and the decisions from the Minister for Trade, such deci-
sions were not published at all or were not published in their entirety. Therefore, the present 
study is based on the decisions made available by the Portuguese competition authority at the 
authors’ request. In any event, it should be noted that the authors had access only to decisions 
on the media sector in the part related to the market definition and that not all decisions on the 
media sector were available. 
 

For the sake of clarity, this part is structured in the same fashion as the one in Part II on Por-
tuguese sector-focused sector-legislation: 1. television broadcasting; 2. radio and music; 3. 
press and publishing; 4. video and cinema; 5. Internet. 
 

1. TV broadcasting 

Usually one may divide the broadcasting sector into three main markets that depend on the 
nature of the relationship that exists between the par ties. Generally, one can identify (i) a 
wholesale market for content provision; (ii) a wholesale market for the provision of network 
infrastructure, and (iii) a retail market.  

Within these three categories, the Portuguese competition authorities have identified several 
markets: 

(i) Within the wholesale market for content provision 

Based on the very few cases that have been analyzed by the competition authorities, two mar-
kets have been broadly identified within the wholesale market for content provision: 1.1 an 

                                                 
96 The Directorate General for Trade and Competition (Direcção-Geral do Comércio e da Concorrência—
“DGCC”) as the entity responsible for the instruction of procedures. 
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upstream market for the production of programs and 1.2 a market for the acquisition of broad-
casting rights. 
 

1.1 Market for the production of television programs 

Ø Product market 

The DGCC has so far only analyzed the market for the production of television programs in 
one merger case regarding the acquisition of NBP, a group of three companies active in the 
production of television programs, by the media group Media Capital 
 

In this case, the DGCC defined the relevant market as the “market for the independent pro-
duction of fiction/entertainment programs for free-television operators”97. 
 

The DGCC considered the market for the production of fiction/entertainment programs as a 
distinct market from that of the mere production of programs.  
 

In its decision, the DGCC also considers that the production of fiction/entertainment pro-
grams is mostly addressed to free-television operators. According to the DGCC, this can be 
explained with the fact that—contrary to free-television operators—pay-TV operators search 
for thematic programs in order to meet the needs of a very specific target audience. 
 

In this case, the DGCC referred to the Telefónica/Endemol decision of the European Commis-
sion according to which: 
 

“because of the existence of TV broadcasters that produce TV programmes, there is a need to 
distinguish between programmes limited to captive use and programmes which are also sold 
to third parties. (…) Accordingly, in-house production which is not available in the market 
should be excluded from the relevant product market of TV programme production whereas 
in-house production sold to third parties has to be included since it competes with indepen-
dent productions”98. 
 

In its decision, the DGCC deviates though from the distinction of the European Commission 
decision by assimilating independent production with programs sold to third parties. 
 

This might be explained by the fact that, at the time, the volume of in-house production sold 
to third parties was not large enough to justify the existence of a different market. Therefore 
the DGCC assimilated “independent production” with “programs sold to third parties”. 
 

Ø Geographic market 

With regard to the market for the production of fiction/entertainment programs by indepen-
dent producers for the operators of free television, the DGCC considered this to be national in 
scope. According to the DGCC, this finding was supported by the specific features of the 

                                                 
97 DGCC Media Capital/NBP, pp. 3,4. 
98 COMP/M.1943, § 8. 
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product where the use of the Portuguese language is essential and by the fact that the compa-
nies’ scope of performance does not extend beyond Portugal99. 
 

1.2 Market for the acquisition of broadcasting rights 

In recent years the Portuguese competition agencies have dealt with few cases regarding this 
market. The few decisions reveal that the competition agencies considered that there is a 
broad market for the acquisition of television content and that within this market further seg-
mentations can be made, namely 1.2.1 the market for the acquisition of professional-football 
broadcasting rights, and 1.2.2 the market for broadcasting rights for feature films and made-
for-TV programs. 
 
1.2.1 Market for the acquisition of broadcasting rights to professional football events 
 

Ø Product market 

The Olivedesportos/RTP case100 
 

The first decision regarding the market for the acquisition of broadcasting rights to football 
events was adopted by the CC on an infringement procedure initiated by the DGCC against 
the Liga Portuguesa de Futebol Profissional (“Liga”), the Olivedesportos and the Rádio Tele-
visão Portuguesa (“RTP”). The case concerned several agreements entered into between Liga 
and Olivedesportos on the one side and Olivedesportos and RTP on the other. In general 
terms, the object of all agreements were the exclusive broadcasting rights to football events. 
 

Liga is the association that represents all professional football clubs. Olivedesportos is a 
commercial entity with a scope that includes the organization of activities related to sport 
events, as well as publicity. In practice, Olivedesportos is the entity that intermediates the 
transaction of broadcasting rights of sport events, most particularly football matches. RTP is 
the operator of public -service television. 
 

The DGCC initiated proceeding as it considered that the agreements entered into between the 
Liga and Olivedesportos and between Olivedesportos and RTP were contrary to the competi-
tion rules prohibiting any practices restrictive of competition and abuses of collective domi-
nant position.  
 

In its analysis, the DGCC considered that the relevant market at issue was the “market for the 
acquisition of broadcasting rights of highlights from the coverage of football events”. The 
DGCC also considered that in this market the organizers of the events (sport clubs) repre-
sented the supply side, and that the television operators represented the demand side.  
 

According to the DGCC, this market is distinct from the market for the acquisition of broad-
casting rights to live broadcasting of football events. The DGCC explained its findings in 

                                                 
99 DGCC Media Capital/NBP, p. 4.  
100 CC Decision Olivedesportos/RTP AR [1997]. In its decision, the CC decided that the parties did not en-
gage in any collusive behaviour nor in the abuse of a collective dominant position. 
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terms of the different duration and broadcasting times. According to the DGCC, since the 
broadcasting of highlights of football events is usually shorter and transmitted after the event, 
its commercial importance is lower than the live transmission of football events101.  
 

The case was instructed by the DGCC, which referred the case for decision to the CC. The 
CC considered that although the agreements restricted competition, they were justified. Re-
garding the abuse of collective dominant position, the CC considered that it was not possible 
to establish a dominant position. 
 

In its decision, the CC did not uphold the market definition adopted by the DGCC. Instead, it 
considered that the relevant product market was the broader market for the acquisition of 
broadcasting rights to professional football events. According to the CC, these rights comprise 
different forms of television broadcasting: whether live or recorded, integral or resumed 
transmission of matches102. 
 

Moreover, the CC argued that the market for the acquisition of rights to football events is 
different from the market for rights to other sporting events given the fact that, from the 
viewer’s perspective, not all sports have the same interest. Besides, from the supply view-
point, their broadcasting is submitted to different rules and generates different television 
shows.  
 
It is difficult to establish which market definition was the most appropriate in this case. In its 
decision, the CC does not clearly justify its findings and seems to confuse the market for tele-
vision broadcasting rights to football events with the market for television broadcasting of 
sport events.  
 

The Benfica/Olivedesportos case before the Lisbon Court of Appeal103 
 

With regard to the distinction between the market for television broadcasting rights to football 
events and the market for television broadcasting of sport events, it is worth mentioning here 
the Benfica/Olivedesportos case decided in 2000 by the Lisbon Court of Appeal.  
 

The case concerned three agreements entered into between Benfica (a Portuguese football 
club) and Olivedesportos according to which Benfica licensed its broadcasting rights to foot-
ball matches exclusively to Olivedesportos.  
 

Among other things, Benfica claimed that these agreements were null and void because 
Olivedesportos was not authorized to engage in broadcasting activit ies. Surprisingly, the 
Court of Appeal decided that indeed the agreements were null and void since broadcasting 
rights could only be licensed to television operators that were authorized to engage in broad-
casting activities.  
 

                                                 
101ibid., p. 15 978 (161), Section E. 
102 ibid. p 15 978 (165), Section III, § 9. 
103 Judgment of the Lisbon Court of Appeal of November 2, 2000 published in the Report of Cases, year 
XXV (2000)-V, pp. 71-78. 
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This judgment has been quite controversial. Even though it does not directly concern competi-
tion law or market definition, it is worth mentioning as it reveals that often no distinction is 
made between the broadcasting activity and the rights to broadcast.  
Broadcasting rights may be defined as part of a broader intellectual right104: the right to the 
event that is usually held by the organizer of the event. Like any intellectual property right, 
the content of this right is expressed through the faculties of its owner. For example, its owner 
has the faculty to broadcast or authorize the television broadcast to football events. And this, 
even though the rights holder has no license to perform the television activity.  
 

There is therefore a distinction between the television broadcasting activity that indeed may 
only be performed by television operators who, in addition, have to hold broadcasting rights 
for the transmission of certain content and the rights to broadcast that content. 
 

From the competition-law perspective, the same distinction may be made, according to which 
one may distinguish two different markets: the market for the television broadcast of football 
events and the market for the rights to broadcast football events. In the first case, television 
operators are the supply and the viewers the demand. In the second case, the suppliers are the 
holders of the rights (usually the football clubs) and the demand are television operators. 
 

This distinction should be taken into account by the competition authorities or the judges 
when defining the relevant markets for competition-law purposes.  
 

The Sport-TV case 

The second case assessed by the competition agencies with regard to the market for the acqui-
sition of broadcasting rights to football events was the Sport-TV merger case105. In this case, 
the DGCC returned to the market definition held by the CC in the Olivedesportos/RTP case. 
 

In its assessment, the DGCC found that within the market for the acquisition of broadcasting 
rights to football events, a further segmentation could be made, considering the relevant mar-
ket as the “market for the acquisition of broadcasting rights to football matches played by 
national teams”. The CC held that this distinction was justified by the fact that audience 
shares were higher for the transmission of football matches with national teams than for the 
transmission of football matches with foreign teams. Therefore, from the perspective of the 
demand (television operators), there was low substitutability between the broadcast of 
matches played by national and foreign teams. 
 

The Minister of Trade decided to refer this case to the CC since the notified concentration was 
considered likely to have a negative effect on competition given the important position occu-

                                                 
104 Broadcasting rights are usually referred to as “neighboring rights” to copyrights. Cf. Convention for the 
Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting Organizations made in Rome on Octo-
ber 26, 1961 (the “Rome Convention”); TRIPS Agreements of April 15, 1994; World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO) Performances and Phonograms Treaty, adopted on December 29, 1996 by the Diplo-
matic Conference on Certain Copyright and Neighboring Rights Questions. 
105 DGCC Sport TV, p.18. 
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pied in the relevant market by the notifying parties. In its opinion, the CC upheld the market 
definition made by the DGCC106.  
 

Ø Geographic market 

Regarding the geographic scope of the market for the acquisition of broadcasting rights of 
football events, in both decisions the competition agencies considered it to be national. 
 

In the Olivedesportos decision the DGCC justified that finding with the fact that this is the 
market where television operators compete for advertising107. 
 
1.2.2 Market for broadcasting rights to feature films and made-for-TV programs 
 

Ø Product market 

In the Vivendi Universal/USA Networks case108 the DGCC distinguished the market for broad-
casting rights to feature films from the market for made-for-TV programs. The DGCC based 
its findings on the decision of the commission on the Vivendi/Canal Plus/Seagram merger 
case109. 
 

In this decision, the European Commission considered that the market may be separated into a 
market for broadcasting rights for feature films and a market for broadcasting rights for made-
for-TV programs. From a demand-side point of view, these rights are not interchangeable 
from a pay-TV operator’s perspective because feature films and made-for-TV programs do 
not have the same value in terms of consumer’s attractiveness. From the supply-side point of 
view, these rights are traded under different pricing structures and do not have the same eco-
nomic value110.  
 

Ø Geographic market 

As to the geographic dimension of the markets, the DGCC simply referred to the decisions of 
the European Commission on the Seagram/Polygram111 and the Bertelsmann/CLT112 merger 
cases.  
 

With regard to broadcasting rights, the European Commission considered that although the 
demand for a large part of these rights is EC-wide or even worldwide—in particular for inter-
national sports events, art movies, film and sports—rights are normally granted for one spe-
cific country or language region. 
 

                                                 
106 CC Opinion Sport TV AR [1999], p. 15 009, Section V.  

107 See Decision Olivesdesportos/RTP AR [1997], p. 70. 
108 DGCC Vivendi Universal/ USA Networks, pp. 5-7. 
109 COMP/IV/M. 2050. 
110 ibid. §17. 
111 COMP/IV/M. 1219. 
112 COMP/IV/M. 779. 
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In any event, and given the fact that even in the narrowest possible definition the notified 
operation did not appear to raise any competition constrains, the European Commission de-
cided to leave open the exact definition of the relevant geographic market113. 

 

(ii) Within the market for the provision of network infrastructure 

1.3 Market for the systems aimed at guaranteeing the exclusive access to authorized 

viewers (conditional access) 

Ø Product market 

In the Sport-TV case discussed above, the CC further considered that the market for the sys-
tems aimed at guaranteeing the exclusive access to authorized viewers constituted a relevant 
product market. With this market, the CC is referring to the technical infrastructure necessary 
for the transmission of pay-TV, most particularly decoder systems for pay-TV, or “set-top 
boxes”. The CC did not develop its reasons for considering it as a different market but re-
ferred to the importance of these “essential facilities” [sic] given the fact that they are usually 
controlled by the first operator entering the market and therefore the access to these facilities 
should be under the supervision of the competition agencies114. 
 

Ø Geographic market 

The CC did not refer specifically to the geographic scope of this market. 
 

(iii) Within the retail market 

1.4 A global viewers market?  

The competition agencies have never clearly stated that there is a global market for all vie-
wers or, on the supply side, for all broadcasters. 
 

In the RTC case, the CC has considered that there could be a global market for the production 
and distribution of television (viewers’ market) where market operators would compete for 
audience shares. However, the CC finally concluded that—notwithstanding the evident exis-
tence of competition between all television operators for audience shares—the relevant mar-
ket should be considered as the market for advertising in television, where broadcasters com-
pete for advertising revenue. The CC justified its findings with the fact that with free-to-air 
television, there was no direct commercial relationship between the operators and the vie-
wers115. 
 

The RTC case was commenced by the DGCC following a complaint presented by SIC, a Por-
tuguese operator in the free-to-air television. The SIC complaint was against Rádio Televisão 
                                                 
113 ibid., §§ 20, 21. 
114 CC Opinion Sport TV AR [1999], p.15 008, Section III. 
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Comercial – RTC, which is the company exclusively responsible for the commercialization of 
advertising space of RTP, the TV incumbent operator. SIC argued that by not allowing SIC to 
advertise its programs on RTP’s Canal 1, RTC was abusing its dominant position in the mar-
ket for advertising in television.  
 

In the Soincom/SIC case, the DGCC upheld the relevant market definition of the CC in the 
RTC case and considered the relevant market as the market for advertising in television116.  
 

The DGCC recognized the importance of advertising shares as the determination of the price 
of advertising in as much as typically a higher advertis ing rate is associated with a higher 
audience share. However, it considered that since there is no direct commercial relationship 
between broadcasters and viewers, it therefore cannot be properly argued that the market for 
viewers constitutes a distinct market.  
 
One may wonder whether, given the general trend toward technological convergence, one 
should not recognize a global market for all viewers or all broadcasters, and then further seg-
mented markets according to the viewer’s profile, the means of transmission or the financial 
sources of the broadcasters. Indeed, as already recognized by the DGCC, there is a certain 
competitive pressure between free-to-air television and pay-TV in so far as “the more diverse 
the free-to-air television supply is, the less growth there will be for pay-TV”117. 

 

1.5 Pay-TV and free-to-air TV: different product markets 

Ø Product market 

The competition agencies have established that pay-TV and free-to-air TV are two separate 
markets, basing their opinion on the fact that the conditions of competition and technical re-
quirements are different for the two types of television118. 
 

According to the DGCC, in the SIC/Lisboa TV and Sport-TV cases, free-to-air TV is financed 
through advertising tariffs while pay-TV is financed through the fee that the user has to pay to 
access the services. Therefore, with pay-TV, a commercial relationship is established between 
the subscriber and the operator, while in free-to-air TV, the commercial relationship is esta-
blished between the operator and the advertiser who acquires television capacities to promote 
his products or services. In this case, there is no commercial relationship between the operator 
and the viewer. 
 

Besides, in the market for pay-TV, the viewer needs to acquire a specific receiver to decode 
the signal in addition to the traditional set, while in free-to-air TV a decoder is not necessary. 
 

                                                                                                                                      
115 CC Decision RTC AR [1995], pp. 18 066 (163), (164). 
116 DGCC Soincom/SIC, pp. 8-9. 
117 DGCC Sport TV, p. 15. 
118 DGCC Sport TV, pp.14-17; DGCC PT Multimédia/ASLE, pp.14-17; DGCC Soincom/SIC, pp. 4-8; DGCC 
SIC/Lisboa TV, pp. 5,6. 
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This distinction is in line with the view of the European Commission, according to which 
“Pay-TV constitutes a relevant product market separate from the market for free-access tele-
vision (free-TV), i.e. advertising-financed private television and public television financed 
through fees and partly through advertising” 119. 
 

According to the European Commission, in the Newscorp/Telepiu’ case: 
 

“While in case of free-to-air TV there is a commercial relationship only between the program 
supplier and the advertising industry, in the case of pay-TV there is also a direct commercial 
relationship between the program supplier and the viewer as subscriber. Pay-TV is thus mar-
keted through a network of distributors or using sales teams. A subscriber management sys-
tem is essential and the pay-TV operator requires conditional access (CAS) technology in 
order to limit access to its services to paying subscribers. 
 
The conditions of competition are accordingly different for the pay-TV and free-to-air TV. 
Whereas in the case of free-to-air TV the relationship between audience share and the adver-
tising rates is the key parameter, in the case of pay-TV key factor is the relationship between 
the shaping of programs and the number of subscriptions. The fact that subscribers are pre-
pared to pay considerable sums for pay-TV clearly indicates that pay-TV is a different pro-
duct with a clear target”120. 
 
As already pointed out, notwithstanding the fact that they represent two separate markets, the 
DGCC recognized the existence of a certain competitive pressure between both types of tele-
visions in so far as “the more diverse the free-to-air television supply is, the less growth there 
will be for pay-TV”121. 

 

1.6 Within free-to-air TV: market for TV advertising 

Ø Product market 

As indicated, in the Soincom/SIC case the DGCC upheld the definition of the relevant market 
of the CC in the RTC case, according to which the market for advertising in television is dis-
tinct from the viewers market.  
 

In addition, the DGCC considered that—following the approach of the European Commission 
in previous cases122—the market for TV advertising should be distinguished from advertising 
through other media in as much as the target consumers, the techniques employed, and the 
related production costs are entirely different123. One should test however whether from the 
demand side perspective, there is no substitutability between all advertising means. 
 

                                                 
119 COMP IV/M.993 Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere, § 18. See also COMP/IV/JV.37 BskyB/Kirch Pay-TV,  
COMP/M/2211 Universal Studio Networks/De Facto 829 (NTL) Studio Channel Ltd, COMP/IV/JV. 57 TPS, 
COMP/M/2845 Sogecable/Canalsatélite Digital/Vía Digital. 
120 COMP M. 2876, §§ 41, 42. 
121 DGCC Sport-TV, p. 15. 
122 The DGCC did not refer to any case in particular. 
123 DGCC Soincom/SIC, pp. 7, 8. 
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Ø Geographic market 

The Portuguese competition agencies found that the geographic market for the product mar-
kets described above is limited to Portugal given the applicable legislation, the language and 
the viewers’ cultural differences124. 
 

1.7 Within pay-TV:  

1.7.1 Market for encrypted and non-encrypted pay-TV 

Ø Product market 

In the RTP/ Lusomundo/ TV Cabo/ Porto TV case, the DGCC considered the relevant product 
market as the market for non-encrypted pay television125. The DGCC did not further explain 
its findings. 
 

Ø Geographic market 

The DGCC found the relevant geographic market to be the Portuguese territory, given the fact 
that the operation was related to the broadcast of programs—through cable or satellite—
covering the Portuguese territory. Furthermore, the DGCC considered that the exact classif i-
cation of the channel as national, regional or local was up to the regulatory entity and there-
fore still open126. 
 
 

1.7.2 Market for pay television of sports events 

Ø Product market 

Within the pay-television market, the DGCC found in the Sport-TV case that the market for 
pay television of sport events could constitute a different relevant market. As discussed 
above, in this case the DGCC explained in detail its reasons for considering pay-TV as a dis-
tinct market from free-to-air television. However, the DGCC did not justify this segmentation 
of the pay-television market. It is possible that the DGCC considered pay-TV of sports events 
as a distinct market, because the concentration at issue concerned the creation of a joint pay-
sport channel, but this circumstance is not expressly referred to in the decision. 
 

From the viewpoint of the demand, it may be argued that there may not be substitutability 
between different thematic channels. Indeed, many television operators offer the possibility 
for subscribers to customize the range of channels they prefer to subscribe to (for instance, a 
basic range plus movie channels or sport channels). 
 

The Minister for Trade decided to refer the Sport-TV case to the CC since the notified concen-
tration was considered likely to have a negative effect on competition given the important 

                                                 
124 DGCC Soincom/SIC, p.9; DGCC SIC/Lisboa TV, p.6;  
125 DGCC RTP/ Lusomundo/ TV Cabo/ Porto TV, p. 9. 
126 Ibidem. 
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position occupied in the relevant market by the notifying parties. In its opinion, the CC ac-
cepted the market definition of DGCC without further developing it 127. 
 

Ø Geographic market 

The DGCC considered that the geographic market for pay television of sport events is limited 
to Portugal given the fact that the programs and contents produced by Sport-TV are trade 
within the entire Portuguese territory either through cable or through satellite. The DGCC also 
took into consideration the language and the viewers’ cultural differences128. 
 

1.8 A market for each method of transmitting the signals 

Ø Product market 

In the above mentioned Sport-TV case, which concerned the market for pay-TV, the CC con-
sidered the market for the infrastructures for the broadcasting of television channels to be a 
separate market.  
 

Within this market, the CC considered that the considerable differences between the different 
methods of transmitting the signals could justify a further segmentation of the market (via 
terrestrial frequencies, satellite or cable networks).  
 

Finally, the CC decided that for the purposes of its assessment it was not necessary to esta-
blish further relevant markets exactly129. 
  

The findings of the CC in the Sport-TV case are in line with the initial findings of the Euro-
pean Commission, for instance in the MSG Media Service case, according to which the tech-
nical conditions and financing of the three means of transmission would justify that distinc-
tion130. 
 

However, this market definition based on transmission paths was overturned by the European 
Commission in several later decisions, where the commission concluded that it was not ap-
propriate to distinguish between pay-television markets on the basis of their mode of trans-
mission as they were mutually substitutable131.  
 

In particular, the commission considered that "the fact that the penetration of satellite in cable 
areas is low or very low tends, on the contrary, to prove that, where cable pay-TV exists, it is 
a substitute for satellite pay-TV, with consumers preferring the convenience of cable connec-
tion to the formalities usually involved in the installation of a satellite dish terminal"132. 
 

                                                 
127 CC Opinion Sport TV AR [1999], p. 15 008, Section II. 
128 DGCC Sport TV, p. 23. 
129 CC Opinion Sport TV AR [1999], p.15 008, Section III. 
130 COMP/IV/31.851, § 41. 
131 See for instance COMP/IV/36.539 BIB/Open § 26. 
132 COMP/IV/36.237, § 30. 
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Nevertheless, the new approach followed by the European Commission is still arguable as one 
may wonder whether from the demand viewpoint, the transmission by cable is not different 
from other means of transmission as it has the advantage to offer more services in a bundle. 
Indeed, while cable broadcasting may offer at the same time interactive digital television, 
high speed Internet access and telephony—also known as “triple play” —broadcasting over 

the air or via satellite may only offer pay-television. 
 

In fact, as it was already recognized by the European Commission, “upgraded cable networks 
may have a competitive technological and commercial advantage over other digital delivery 
systems in the near future as regards the provision of a ‘triple play’ of digital services to their 
subscribers”133. 
 

Ø Geographic market 

The CC did not refer specifically to the geographic scope of the market for the infrastructure 
for the broadcasting of television channels. 
 
 

1.9 Emerging markets 

Ø Product market 

1.9.1 Digital-interactive television services 

The DGCC referred to this market on the PT Multimédia/ ASLE case, also known as the PT/ 
Lusomundo case. The DGCC considered that notwithstanding the fact that digital television 
was not yet available in Portugal, this market was also capable of being affected by the pro-
posed transaction given the importance of the parties involved in the notified transaction, in 
the pay-TV and Internet-contents markets134. 
 

According to the DGCC in this case, interactive digital television consists of the provision 
through interactive digital television (cable, territorial, etc.) of services to which consumers 
have access from their home. 
 

Anticipating the existence of the market, the DGCC considered that the market could be fur-
ther divided into those services related to leisure- and informative-television broadcast (pay-
per view, video-on-demand, etc.) and those services related to commercial transactions such 
as banking, trade and tourism. 
 

The DGCC also considered that the supply in this market would be constituted by the opera-
tors of digital- interactive television platforms. The demand would be constituted by all goods 
and services providers (content providers) who would wish to sell their products or services. 
 

Furthermore, the DGCC considered that another distinction should be made between the mar-
ket for the provision of interactive digital services through television and the ones through 

                                                 
133 COMP/M. 2137, § 24.  
134 DGCC PT Multimédia/ASLE, pp. 17, 18. 
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personal computer ("PC"). The DGCC believed that from the viewpoint of the demand there 
is little substitutability between the use of television and the use of a personal computer for 
these purposes. 
 

1.9.2 Digital terrestrial television 

In 2001 three undertakings notified to the DGCC their intention to create a joint venture for 
the exploitation of a digital terrestrial-television platform. In its decision, the Minister for 
Trade considered that there was no obligation of prior notification under Decree-Law 371/93 
since the operation was out of the scope the decree and therefore no market definition was 
made135. 
 
 

Ø Geographic market 

According to the DGCC, given the importance of the language in the market for interactive 
digital television, the relevant geographic market was considered to be national136. 
 

2. Radio and music market 

Unfortunately, the Portuguese competition authorities still have not dealt with any case in-
volving the radio or the music markets. According to the information to which we have had 
access, in the year 2000 there was a notification of the creation of a join venture between the 
media group PT Multimédia and the phonographic producer Valentim de Carvalho for the 
creation of an interactive online channel for music 137. However, the DGCC found that the 
notified joint venture was not a merger for competition-law purposes and therefore did not 
analyze the relevant affected markets. 
 
Nevertheless, with regard to the radio sector, it is arguable whether in the future—and in line 
with sector focused legislation—relevant markets could be distinguished upon their content 
(thematic vs. generalist programs) or their coverage (national, regional vs. local programs). 
 
 

3. Press and publishing  

3.1 Press 

In recent years, the Portuguese competition agencies have analyzed numerous cases related to 
the press sector. Indeed, this is by far the most thoroughly analyzed sector where the Portu-
guese competition agencies have identified a good number of markets.  
 

Within the overall market for publishing, the Portuguese competition authorities have so far 
identified (3.1.1) the written press market; (3.1.2) the press advertising market; and, (3.1.3) 
the market for press distribution. 
 

                                                 
135 DGCC SGC/RTP/SIC. 
136 DGCC PT Multimédia/ ASLE, p.19. 
137 DGCC PT Multimédia/Valentim de Carvalho. 
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3.1.1 Written press 

Ø Product market 

In the Control Jornal Editora, Lda./OGE merger case, the DGCC makes reference to the 
European Commission Havas merger decision138, according to which, from the demand-side 
perspective, it may be distinguished between the reader and the advertising markets. In the 
readers’ market, the consumers are the buyers of the newspapers/magazines as a source of 
information. In the advertising market, the demand is composed of all the advertisers who buy 
advertising space to promote the sales of goods and services. 
 

As for the reader’s market, the DGCC has closely followed the reasoning of the European 
Commission in this regard. In its practice, the DGCC found that from the readers’ perspec-
tive, the various magazines and media publications offered for sale could be broken down 
according to different criteria: frequency, content and—in one particular case—the editorial 
line or the quality level of the information139.  
 

According to the frequency criteria, the DGCC identified in the Lusomundo/Prodiário case 
the market for “daily general-information newspapers” as opposed to the “non-daily general 
information publications”140. 
 

Regarding the “daily general- information newspapers”, the DGCC found that within this 
market a further distinction could be made according to the areas of influence of each news-
paper. Accordingly, we could further distinguish the newspapers that are better sold in the 
northern (Porto) or southern (Lisbon) regions of Portugal141.  
 

Likewise, another distinction could be made according to the editorial line or the quality level 
of the information between newspapers addressed to a low to lower-middle social and profes-
sional class (specialized workers, retired, unemployed, administrative workers, students) and 
newspapers addressed to an upper-middle to upper social and professional class (managers, 
senior staff, sales and services employees, students). The DGCC found that in any event, a 
further distinction would not change the competitive assessment of the operation and there-
fore it did not expand its findings in this regard142.. 
 

Within the market for the daily publishing of general-information newspapers, the DGCC 
found that a further distinction could be made regarding the different contents. In the Luso-
mundo/Investec case143, it considered the “daily sports papers” as a separate relevant market. 
 

                                                 
138 The DGCC refers to the Commission Decision COMP/M.665 on the CEP/ Groupe de la Cité case as the 
“Havas” case. Commission Decision COMP/M.665 CEP/ Groupe de la Cité of November. 29 1995. The 
DGCC maintained this approach in several other cases such as: DGCC Lusomundo/Volta ao Mun-
do/Pressmundo, p.6; DGCC Lusomundo/Prodiário, p. 4; DGCC Lusomundo/Investec, pp. 5-14. 
139 DGCC Controljornal Editora, Lda/OGE, pp. 5,6. 
140 DGCC Lusomundo/Prodiário, p. 5. 
141 The CC has made this distinction between newspapers of national and regional scope in CC Decision 3/91 
Sojornal/ Associação da Imprensa Diária, AR [1991]. 
142 DGCC Lusomundo/Prodiário, p. 5. 
143 DGCC Lusomundo/Investec, pp. 6, 7. 
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The Minister of Trade decided to refer the case to the CC since the acquisition was considered 
as likely to have a negative effect on competition. 
 

In its opinion, the CC expressly stated that it did not have enough information on the relevant 
market to uphold the definition made by the DGCC. Besides, it believed that it was arguable 
that a non-daily sports newspaper with national scope or a sports supplement of a daily or 
weekly newspaper would not integrate the same market144. 
 

In any event, and given the fact that no changes in this market would have resulted from the 
operation at stake, the CC found the relevant market to be the one for “daily sports papers 
with national scope” and did not further elaborate on that finding.  
 

According to the content criteria, in the Martory/Medical Media case the DGCC identified the 
market for the “periodical medical publications” as a separate one within the written press 
market145. 
 

In its findings, among other aspects, the DGCC took into consideration the decision of the 
European Commission on the abovementioned “Havas” case146, pursuant to which special-
ized publications constitute a different segment in the written-press market. 
 

In the “Havas” case, the European Commission had considered that the demand of public a-
tion is determined along different criteria, such as the type of information provided, the style 
in which information is presented, the periodicity, the commercial policy, the price, the cha-
racteristics regarding sex, age, socio-professional categories, income, etc. According to these 
criteria, the European Commission found that there were differences between daily national 
press, daily regional press, magazines press, specialized press and press that is free of 
charge147. 
 

Besides, the European Commission considered that the segment of the magazine market could 
be further subdivided into magazines on current general political affairs, magazines on eco-
nomy and finance, specialized magazines addressed to the public and specialized magazines 
for professionals. 
 

In line with this reasoning of the Commission, within the market for the written press the 
DGCC identified the “magazine markets”, which could be divided up into different segments 
according to their content and target. In the Lusomundo/Volta ao Mundo/Pressmundo case, 
the DGCC identified the following segments within the magazines market: magazines related 
to tourism, leisure and traveling; to information; to matches and television; to health; and to 
teenagers and children148. 
 

                                                 
144 CC Opinion Lusomundo/Investec AR [1999], p. 15 023. 
145 DGCC Martory/Medical Media, pp. 4, 5. 
146 COMP/M.665 CEP/ Groupe de la Cité. 
147 ibid. § 9. 
148 DGCC Lusomundo/Volta ao Mundo/Pressmundo, pp. 6-8. 
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In the Edirevistas/Edimoda/TV Guia case, the DGCC differentiated “magazines related to 
television” and “magazines addressed to women”. Within this sub-segment, the DGCC dis-
tinguished between weekly and monthly magazines. However, given the existent substitut-
ability from the viewpoint of the reader, the DGCC ultimately considered them as belonging 
to the same market149. 
 

In the Canal de Negócios e Investec II/ Económica case, the DGCC identified magazines 
related to informatics, leisure audiovisuals, health, cars, women and decorating150. 
 

Ø Geographic market 

In all the abovementioned cases, the competition authorities considered the relevant geo-
graphic as national, having considered the language, the cultural differences and, in the Con-
troljornal Editora, Lda/OGE case, the importance of the information to the readers. 
 

Competition agencies may have underestimated the existence of narrow er geographic markets 
in the publishing sector. From the demand-side perspective further markets might have been 
found. Conversely, from the demand-side perspective, broader markets could be found such 
as the area covering the entire Portuguese reading public . This approach would be in line with 
the distinctions made in sectoral based legislation between national, regional and language 
oriented publications. 
 

3.1.2 Press advertising market 

Ø Product market 

As regards the advertising market, the DGCC considered that the advertising market in news-
papers and other written publications constitutes a different market from the market for adver-
tising in other forms of media (television, radio, Internet)151. 
 

In the Control Jornal Editor, Lda./OGE case mentioned above, the DGCC defined the adver-
tising market as the market comprising all the acquis ition of advertising spaces in the written 
press. The DGCC made several efforts to distinguish further segments within the advertising 
market according to the readers targeted or the channels used152. It was based on a decision 
from the Commission on the Newspaper Publishing merger case, according to which: 
 
“Newspaper advertisements are intended to promote the sales of goods and services to rea-
ders, and their success depends crucially on ‘targeting’ appropriate socio-economic grou-
pings. These latter, as already indicated, tend to be attracted to specific newspaper segments, 
and thus it is clear that from the viewpoint of an advertising agency wishing to purchase 
newspaper ‘space’, there will be very limited substitutability between the tabloid and quality 

                                                 
149 DGCC Edirevistas/Edimoda/TV Guia, pp. 5, 6. 
150 DGCC Canal de Negócios e Investec II/Económica, pp. 6, 7.  
151 DGCC Decaux/ Avenir France, p. 6. 
152 DGCC Lusomundo/Prodiário, p. 9; and DGCC Lusomundo /Investec, pp. 11,12. 
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segments, which will provide different ‘channels’ through which to reach different socio-
economic grouping of readers” 153. 
 
However, in the Edirevistas/Edimoda/TV Guia case, the DGCC expressly recognized that 
segmenting the advertising market would be too difficult and therefore it should be defined as 
one market without any need for further distinctions between narrower markets with respect 
to the different characteristics of the publications 154. 
 

One may wonder whether this distinction would still be valid today. In fact, the European 
Commission found, in past decisions, that there is large supply side substitutability between 
advertising in different forms of media in as much as there were no specialized agencies for 
one specific media but agencies normally carrying buying activities for all media channels155.  
 

One may also wonder whether from the demand-side perspective there is substitutability bet-
ween advertising in written publications and other forms of media. It is arguable whether 
facing a small, non-transitory increase of prices of advertising in written publications, the 
demand would react by switching to other forms of media. 
 

Ø Geographic market 

Regarding the demand-side characteristics, in particular the language and cultural specific i-
ties, the DGCC has consistently considered the relevant geographic market as national. 
 

3.1.3 Press distribution 

Ø Product market 

In line with the findings of the European Commission in the Recoletos/Unedisa merger deci-
sion156, the DGCC has found in several cases157 that press distribution constitutes a relevant 
market distinguishable from the market for press publishing.  
 

The DGCC has defined the press-distribution market in the Lusomundo/ Investec case158. 
According to the DGCC, press distribution is the downstream market for the publishing of 
newspapers and magazines and consists of the activity by means of which it is ensured that 
products (newspapers and magazines) are available at the final sale points or home delivered 
(or by post, when it refers to subscribing purchases) throughout the national territory. 
  

The Minister of Trade decided to refer the Lusomundo/Investec case to the CC since the noti-
fied concentration was considered likely to have a negative effect on competition given the 
important position occupied in the relevant market by the notifying parties. As already men-
tioned above, the CC made clear in its opinion that it did not have enough information on the 
relevant market to uphold the definition made by the DGCC. In any event, and given the fact 

                                                 
153 COMP/M. 423, § 16. 
154 DGCC Edirevistas/Edimoda/ TV Guia, p.10. 
155 COMP IV/M.1529, §12. 
156 COMP/M.1401 Recoletos/Unedisa, quoted by the DGCC in Vasp/Deltapress, p. 8. 
157 DGCC Lusomundo/ Investec, p. 13 and DGCC ICM/Presselivre, p. 6. 
158 DGCC Lusomundo/ Investec, p.5. 
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that no changes in this market would result from the operation at stake, the CC accepted the 
relevant market as the market for the press distribution and did not further expand on that 
finding159. 
 

The most important decision on this market is the Vasp/Deltapress merger case, given the fact 
that the only market being affected by the operation at stake was the market for press distribu-
tion and also given the importance of the undertakings involved in the relevant market160. 
 

In this case, the DGCC defined press distribution as the activity by means of which “the dis-
tributor acquires the products from the publisher or its representative aiming at reselling them 
to the retailers and having a sales system based on a sale or return principle according to 
which the retailer returns to the corresponding publisher copies that could not be sold”. 
 

Within the market for the press distribution, the DGCC held that periodical publications re-
quire a faster and more efficient service that ensures that consumers will have the products on 
time and that, for that reason, the distribution network is different from other products, such 
as books.  
 

Besides, within the press distribution market, the DGCC suggests a distinction between distri-
bution of periodical and non-periodical publications and between the distribution of daily 
newspapers, non-daily newspapers, magazines and other publications . 
 

The Minister of Trade decided to refer this case to the CC since the notified concentration was 
considered likely to have a negative effect on competition in the market for press distribution. 
In its opinion, the CC maintained the market definition made by the DGCC according to 
which the relevant market was the market for press distribution. However, it opposed the 
possibility of any segmentation of the press distribution market, as suggested by the DGCC.  
 

The CC held that from the viewpoint of the demand (the publishers), a further segmentation 
could be made between the distribution of daily, weekly and monthly publications. However, 
from the viewpoint of the supply, a company that supplies weekly publications can also—
without great effort—supply daily publications. The same happens with regard to different 
kinds of publications: whether newspapers, magazines, or other public ations, even though 
distribution can be made differently, the organization of transport is, in essence, the same. 
 

Besides, the CC considered that in this market there are important economies of scale and 
scope that should be considered and that would support this approach161. 

                                                 
159 CC Opinion Lusomundo/Investec AR [1999], p. 15 023. 
160 DGCC, Vasp/Deltapress, pp. 7,  8. 
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Ø Geographic market  

From the geographic viewpoint, the DGCC and the CC considered the market for press distri-
bution to be national. This finding was supported by the demand-side characteristics, namely 
the coverage of national issues, language and cultural specificities 162. 
 
 

3.2 Publishing 

Lasting recent years, only three cases have been analyzed with regard to this sector. In those 
cases, the competition authorities identified the two following markets: (3.2.1) the market for 
the publishing and distribution of school books and (3.2.2) the market for the publishing of 
general literature books. In the following section we make reference to the reasons for these 
segmentations and to the criteria used by the DGCC to define relevant markets in this sector 
of economic activity. 
 

3.2.1  Publishing and distribution of school books 

Ø Product market 

In the Porto Editora/ Lisboa Editora case, the DGCC identified the publishing of schoolbooks 
(comprising both textbooks and exercise books) as the relevant product market, given the fact 
that this was the only sector where the activity of the parties overlapped163. In the Porto Edi-
tora/ Areal Editores case, the DGCC applied the same criteria (i.e. overlap of the activ ities of 
the notifying parties) and considered the relevant market as the one for the publishing and 
distribution of school books164. 
 

The DGCC also found in both cases that, from the demand-side point of view, a further seg-
mentation could be made with reference to the specific characteristics of textbooks (subject 
matter or education levels served by the books). However, for the appraisal of the above-
mentioned concentrations, the DGCC found that this distinction was not necessary. No refe-
rence whatsoever has been made to the supply-side substitutability criteria.  
 

Both cases mentioned above refer to the acquisition of an undertaking (Areal Editores in the 
former case and Lisboa Editora in the latter) by Porto Editora. In both cases, the Minister of 
Trade decided to refer the case to the CC since the acquisitions were considered as likely to 
have a negative effect on competition given the important position occupied by Porto Editora 
in the Portuguese market for school publications. 
 

The CC also found the relevant market to be the market for the publishing and distribution of 
school books comprising textbooks and exercise books created and intended for primary and 
secondary education. 
 

                                                 
162 DGCC Lusomundo/ Investec, p. 14; DGCC Vasp/Deltapress, p. 8; CC Opinion Ho-
ge/Lusomundo/Presselivre, p. 13 411. 
163 DGCC Porto Editora / Lisboa Editora, p. 5. 
164 DGCC Porto Editora/Areal Editores, p. 5. 
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Within this market and in line with the DGCC findings, the CC found that from the viewpoint 
of the demand side, there was no interchangeability with all school books regarding different 
subjects intended for different years. For instance, from the demand-side point of view, text-
books for primary education are not interchangeable with textbooks for secondary education. 
Likewise, a textbook on the Portuguese language is not interchangeable with a book on 
mathematics.  
 
 

Therefore CC stated that each could constitute a distinct product market. Nevertheless, the CC 
also found that this further segmentation was not necessary for the purposes of the assessment 
of the abovementioned concentrations165. 
 

Ø  Geographic market 

In both cases mentioned above, regarding the market for the publishing of school books, the 
DGCC found for the same reasons that the relevant geographic market was confined to the 
Portuguese territory, given the existing specific legislation issued by the Minister for Educa-
tion to which the school books were subject. The DGCC also based its opinion on the infor-
mation it received from the Associação Portuguesa de Editores e Livreiros – APAL (Portu-
guese Association of Publishers and Booksellers) according to which the entire national pro-
duction is assigned to the national market. 
 

It is interesting to observe that in any of the three decisions, the DGCC did not refer to the 
language criteria in order to define the relevant geographic market. 
 

3.2.2 Publishing of general literature books 

Ø Product market 

In the Editorial Notícias/ Oficina do Livro case, the DGCC found that the relevant market was 
the market for the publishing of books on general literature. 
 

The DGCC considered that, from the demand-side point of view, a further distinction could 
be made within the books market according to their different subject matters—namely school 
books, technical and scientific, general literature, children’s or young people’s books. Ac-
cording to its decision, from a consumer’s viewpoint, there is no degree of substitutability 
between all those different categories. Moreover, within literary works, it is even doubtful that 
a consumer could change a book for another, given that usually his choice is made in view of 
the author166. 
 

From the supply side, the DGCC found that although any publishing house could publish any 
book, the need to close publishing contracts and to enter into negotiations with the authors 
makes a change in the production of other books very difficult in the short run. 
 

                                                 
165 CC Porto Editora/Areal Editores , p. 13 982, Section I. 
166 DGCC Editorial Notícias Oficina do Livro, p.5. 
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Having examined the special features of the book market, the DGCC left open the exact defi-
nition of the relevant market and considered the relevant market as the market for the publish-
ing of books on general literature given the fact that this was the only market where the par-
ties’ activities overlapped. The DGCC did not further elaborate on that finding. 
 
 

Ø Geographic market 

As regards the market for the publishing of books on general literature, the DGCC found that 
the market for the publishing of books on general literature is national, having considered the 
information provided by APAL—according to which the vast majority of sales in this market 
are made within Portuguese territory167. 
 

4.  Video and cinema  

4.1 Market for the rental and sale of video films 

Ø Product market 

The DGCC has  dealt with  this sector, in the Vivendi Universal/ USA Networks case and 
Lusomundo/Internacional Filmes168 cases .  
 

In the first case, the DGCC found that regarding the market for the rental and sale of video 
films—notwithstanding the fact that the technical and physical characteristics of the product 
are similar—from the demand viewpoint, renting and buying a video are not interchangeable 
because they satisfy different needs. The renting fulfils a transitory need, while the buying 
supposes continuity in the fulfillment of that need. 
 

From the supply viewpoint, there are also some differences as the renting involves the inter-
position of several mediators between the editor and the consumer, while the selling involves 
a limited number of mediators. 
 
In the first case, the product value chain has a virtually unlimited duration (each consumer 
owns a copy); in the second case, it ends when the transaction ends, which also explains a 
difference in prices. 
 

In view of the above, the DGCC held that the rental and sale of video films constitute two 
different product markets. However, given the fact that the concentration at stake would not 
lead to the creation or reinforcement of a dominant position, the DGCC considered that the 
rental and sale of video films could be considered a unique market169. 

                                                 
167 ibid .p.6. 
168 In this case, the relevant product market was not considered the market for rental and sale of video films, 
but only the market for distribution of films. 
169 DGCC Vivendi Universal /USA Networks, pp. 5-6. 
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Ø Geographic market 

As to the geographic dimension of the abovementioned market, the DGCC referred to the 
decisions of the European Commission on the Seagram/Polygram and the Bertelsmann/CLT 
merger cases170. In the first case, the Commission considered that the geographic market of 
video rental and sell-through could be considered national in scope. However, and given the 
fact that even under the narrowest possible definition the notified operation would not raise 
any competition constrains, the European Commission decided to leave the exact defin ition 
open171. 
 
The DGCC concluded that given the language and cultural specificities, the market for the 
rental and sale of video films should be considered as the national territory172. One could 
wonder whether narrower markets could have been identified within each the markets for the 
rental and sale of video films. Indeed, it is arguable that from the demand-side perspective, 
there is no substitutability between buying or renting videos for instance in Porto or in Lisbon. 

4.2 Market for the distribution and exhibition of films  

Ø Product market 

In the Lusomundo/International Films case173 the DGCC considered the relevant product 
market to be the one for the distribution of films. In its decision, the DGCC divided the 
audiovisual sector in the following segments: films exhibition174, films distribution175, transfer 
of exhibition rights through TV176, and the sale and rental of video films177.  

 
The European Commission has analyzed the market for the distribution and exhibition of 
films in the Warner Bros./Lusomundo/Sogecable merger decision178. According to the Com-
mission in this decision, “a distributor normally releases a film in successive periods to diffe-
rent outlets, starting with the cinema release and proceeding through video rental, pay televi-
sion, video sale and free television. Thus customers wanting to see the latest releases have no 
alternative but to visit the cinema. Cinema-going is a different kind of experience compared 
with watching films on television screens at home. It involves an outing, seeing the film on a 

                                                 
170 COMP/IV/M. 1219 and COMP/IV/M. 779. 
171 COMP/IV/M. 1219, p. 11 § 54. 
172 DGCC Vivendi Universal/ USA Networks, p. 7. 
173 DGCC Lusomundo/Internacional Films, p. 10. 
174 This activity consists of the exploitation of public projection/exhibition rooms where the exhibitor (cinema 
operator) acquires the right from the distributor to project a given work. The profit in this activity comes from 
the sale of tickets. 
175 This activity involves the acquisition of public exhibition rights from the producers or their representati-
ves; the import and subtitling or play back of films; its legalization with the competent authority; its delivery 
to the exhibition rooms; and, marketing and promotion of the films. The profit in this activity comes from the 
remuneration obtained from the exhibitors, which is usually a percentage of ticket sales. 
176 This activity consists of the licensing of TV broadcasting rights for films, documentaries or similar pro-
ducts. The profit in this activity arises from negotiation with the entities that exploit TV channels and do not 
depend on audiences. 
177 Please refer to 4.1. 
178 COMP/IV/M.902. See also Merger Case Seagram/Polygram COMP/IV/M.1219. 
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big screen with appropriate sound equipment, and being in company of other members of the 
public”179. 
 

The exact definition of the relevant product market was nevertheless left open since the pro-
posed transaction did not give rise to the creation or strengthening of a dominant position.  
 
 

Ø Geographic market 

As to the geographic scope, in the above-referred merger decision the DGCC found the rele-
vant geographic market to be national given the fact that most companies active in film distri-
bution have their activity in the Portuguese territory180. 
 

In its decision, the European Commission adopted another approach. It also considered the 
relevant market to be national (Spain), however it justified its findings from the demand-side 
perspective. According to it, “cinemagoers will not travel to other countries to see films which 
will mostly be exhibited in a foreign language and not dubbed into Spanish.” In addition, 
“distributors plan their promotional campaigns for Spain as a whole and much of their adver-
tising, notably on television, is placed on a national basis” 181. The Commission left the exact 
definition of the relevant geographic market open. However, it noted additionally that it could 
be argued that “the geographic market is a series of local markets since some cinemas are 
geographically isolated from other cinemas and therefore they do not face much competition 
from other exhibitors”182.  
 

5. Internet 

The Portuguese competition authorities have identified several distinct markets related to 
Internet services. 
 

In order to identify the possib le constraints on companies’ behavior (mostly regarding con-
centrations), the DGCC has requested additional information from the companies and com-
petitors183 on several occasions. Potential competition is also taken into account when analy-
zing the effects of the operation in the market184. 
 

5.1 Internet technical markets 

Ø Product market 

The European Commission has defined Internet access services as "the supply to subscribers 
with the provision of the relevant software to enable messages to be sent and received in the 
correct electronic format used for Internet traffic and the guarantee of connectivity. Additional 
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features of an Internet access package may include search engines, gateways and content ser-
vices, as well as the hardware, software, network configuration, customer support and billing 
services"185. 
 

According to the DGCC, in the Média Capital/Vizzavi case the ISP can be defined as an in-
termediate between the facilities necessary for the proper functioning of applications and on-
line services (owned by telecommunications companies) and the users (domestic or compa-
nies)186. 
 

In the PT Multimédia/ Asle case, the DGCC made a distinction between ISP and access mar-
ket on one hand, and between ISP and portals on the other. In relation to this last aspect, the 
Portuguese authorities have stated that the ISP business may ease entry into the portals busi-
ness because ISP operators already have a customer base that constitutes potential customers 
to the services offered through the portal187. 
 

The product market for Internet access comprises several distinct markets: the dial-up ser-
vices, the leased-line services, other broadband-access services188 and Wireless Application 
Protocol (WAP) technology189. 
 

The dial-up services are established through the access of the consumer to the public tele-
communications network. These services can be provided free of charge and are mostly used 
by domestic consumers, who only pay for the telephone connection. The leased-line services 
are provided through the establishment of a private line connecting the user's terminal to the 
ISP.  
 

Other broadband services different from leased-line services are those rendered through cable 
network or ADSL. These services constitute a small part of broadband services provided to 
Portuguese users; however, it is the Portuguese authorities' opinion that the demand for these 
services will grow (domestic costumers included) in the coming years190. 
 

In the PT Multimedia/Asle case, the DGCC had the opportunity to analyze Internet access 
through the digital television set-top box. This was also considered to be a distinct market, not 
only because of the prices of a computer compared with those of a television and the trans-
mission characteristics of each means, but also because the use a PC requires some computer 
knowledge, which is not yet available to everybody.  
 

Access to the Internet through WAP technology was considered to be a distinct market for 
Internet access: the equipment characteristics (mobile phones or palmtops), namely the screen 

                                                 
185 COMP/IV/JV.1 Telia/Telnor/Schibsted. 
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188 DGCC Media Capital/Vizzavi, p. 5. 
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190 DGCC Media Capital/Vizzavi, p. 5. 
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dimension; the transmission capacity of mobile networks; and the more general need to adapt 
the information and services offered through this access means191. 
 

Ø Geographic market 

The Portuguese authorities have qualified the market for Internet access as a national market 
because of the market characteristics and mostly because the companies that provide Internet 
services act at a national level and must be registered in the Portuguese authority responsible 
for the telecommunic ations (ICP - ANACOM) 192. 
 

5.2 Internet content markets 

With the potentiality of services offered through the Internet being countless, the Portuguese 
authorities have already distinguished and identified several markets related to Internet con-
tents. 
 

5.2.1 Internet portals 

Ø Product market 

The Portuguese authorities have defined a “portal” as a large, generic site that by the diversity 
and usefulness of its contents is usually used as a gateway to the Internet, providing the user 
certain kinds of services and mediating the offer and demand of those services193.  
 

It is possible to distinguish between vertical portals and horizontal portals. Vertical portals are 
those that provide access to services related to one specific theme, such as sports, travel, video 
games, etc. As vertical portals provide different contents, they satisfy different demand needs 
and have a different group of costumers. They therefore should be considered as constituting 
different product markets. 
 

Horizontal portals are those which provide generic content. Competition between horizontal 
portals is based on the attractiveness and functionality of the information and services pro-
vided. Therefore, the portal operator tries to incorporate in its portal the most attractive ser-
vices and information so that, according to the Portuguese authorities, it attracts more users 
and the users will attract more publicity, which means more profit194. 
 

The portals have also been classified by the Portuguese authorities, according to access tech-
nology for which portals have been conceived and developed, between PC portals, mobile-
network portals, television portals and multi-access portals. 
 

According to the DGCC, although the portals—like many websites—are a place to advertise 
and to offer goods and services, they should be distinguished from the websites that have one 
specific scope, such as the virtual address of a traditional store that decides to sell or advertise 
its usual products in the internet. 
                                                 
191 DGCC PT Multimedia/Asle, p.10. 
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In a portal, several services can be provided—Internet advertising, web content, electronic 
commerce—and these services can constitute different product markets. 
 
 

Ø Geographic market 

The geographic scope of the market for Internet portals was considered to be national. The 
main reason presented by the Portuguese authorities is the language. According to the DGCC, 
the fact that the portals are in Portuguese is fundamental for the companies that wish to offer 
or advertise their services in Portugal aiming at the Portuguese market195. 
 

5.2.2 Market for website production and other services 

Ø Product market 

In the PT Investimentos/PT Prime/Megamedia case, the market for multimedia services and 
web design was generically defined as the group of activities inherent to development (con-
ception, construction, analysis, etc.) of Internet sites196. 
 

In the PT Multimedia/Saber e Lazer case, the DGCC identified the market for Internet, televi-
sion and cable television contents. The DGCC explained its findings with the fact that PT 
Multimedia was the owner of cable television and, at the time of the decision, would also 
render Internet services and web TV a reality, and to get all these services only one instru-
ment was needed: the set-top-box197.  
 
The DGCC also identified the market for services rendered through the Internet; however, a 
proper definition was not provided198. 
 

Ø Geographic market 

The DGCC considered the market for contents to be a national market, based on the fact that 
the contents were in the Portuguese language and the companies were active in Portugal199.   
 

5.2.3 Internet advertising 

Ø Product market 

The Portuguese authorities have already identified the market for Internet advertising as a 
distinct market that comprises commercializing available advertis ing spots in the web200. 
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Ø Geographic market 

Like all other Internet-related markets, the market for Internet advertising was also considered 
as being a national market. The reasons for this qualification were the fact that the companies 
involved were active on a national level and the language used for the web contents was Por-
tuguese201. 
 

5.2.4 Electronic commerce 

Ø Product market 

The market for electronic commerce has already been identified as a distinct market by the 
Portuguese competition authorities. In the Miauger/Lotes merger case, the DGCC analyzed 
the market for auction on-line and qualified it to be within a wider market: the electronic -
commerce market. The exact definition of this specific market for Internet auctions provided 
by the Portuguese authorities was “the activity of ensuring contact between, on the one hand, 
auction companies and their potential clients and, on the other hand, between people that 
wish to sell their products and potential buyers”. No further definition was provided by the 
Portuguese authorities regarding the electronic -commerce market in this decision. 
 

In the MoveOn, SGPS, SA/Fogeca.Com, SGPS, SA merger case, the DGCC stated that the 
virtual market handled on the Internet is different and should be considered a distinct market 
from its parallel traditional market. The reasons presented by the Portuguese authorities were 
essentially related to the diminishing of the companies' costs, especially related to the number 
of workers; the after sales market and the mediation between the producer and the con-
sumer202. 
 

The electronic commerce—at least at the time of the MoveOn, SGPS, SA/Fogeca.Com, SGPS, 
SA decision—was still an incipient market in Portugal, and the Portuguese authorities think 
that its impact on products and service prices will not be immediate. In fact, due to the week 
penetration of the Internet in Portugal, it is the Portuguese authorities' opinion that, as the 
competition in the electronic -commerce market is not yet fierce, operators do not feel the need 
to diminish prices, although costs are indeed going down203. 
 

Ø Geographic market 

The market for electronic commerce is seen as a national market based on the fact that the 
companies involved are active on a national level and the language used for the web contents 
is Portuguese204. 

                                                 
201 DGCC Sonae.Com/Prodígio/Web.Com, p. 5. 
202 DGCC MoveOn,, SGPS, SA/Fogeca.Com, SGPS, SA, pp. 8-10. 
203 ibid. pp. 10, 11. 
204 DGCC Miauger/Lotes, p. 5. 
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5.2.5 Free content vs. paid content 

Ø Product market 

The Portuguese authorities have also distinguished between free-access content (usually free-
access for the users, financed by the profits from advertising) and paid content or premium 
content (supported directly by the user, who has to pay to subscribe and pay a fee for the use 
of the content) 205. 
 

Ø Geographic market 

The DGCC did not refer specifically to the geographic dimension of these markets but, given 
the importance of the language, generally considered them to be national206. 

 

                                                 
205 DGCC PT Multimedia/Asle, p. 11. 
206 ibid. p. 19. 
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IV.  Summary of the practice of the competition agencies 

In the present section we present a brief description of the main criteria Portuguese competi-
tion authorities (DGCC and the CC) relied upon in order to define relevant markets in the 
media sector. For the sake of clarity, and given the fact that the number of decisions in the 
media sector is very limited, we have classified the criteria followed in each sector of activity 
for market definition purposes. 
 

Definition of the relevant product market 

In the television sector the authorities have relied on the different conditions of competition 
and the technical requirements to distinguish between the markets for pay-TV and for free-to-
air television207.  
 

In the Soincom/SIC case208, the DGCC considered that the different targeted consumers, the 
techniques employed and the related production costs justified the distinction between the 
market for TV advertising and the one for advertising through other media.  
 
In the Olivedesportos/RTP case209, also in the television sector, the DGCC relied on the cha-
racteristics of the product—namely the duration and age of broadcast information—to distin-
guish between the market for the acquisition of broadcasting rights to live broadcasting of 
football events and the market for the acquisition of broadcasting rights of highlights from the 
coverage of football events. 
 

In this same case, however, the CC held that the same parameters did not justify a segmenta-
tion of the market, deeming the relevant product market as the market for the acquisition of 
broadcasting rights to professional football events. 
 

Finally, in the television sector it is interesting to observe that in the PT Multimédia/Asle the 
DGCC has considered future markets in its assessment and took into account the market for 
digital interactive television210. 
 

In the book sector, the competition authorities considered in two merger cases that from the 
final demand standpoint, most particularly regarding the characteristics of the consumer 
(schoolbooks) each textbook subject area could be regarded as a separate market211. This 
opinion of the CC was not upheld in the final decision, however. It is also worth noting that in 
these two cases no reference whatsoever was made to the supply substitutability criteria. 
 

                                                 
207 DGCC Sport TV, pp. 14-17 ; DGCC PT Multimédia/ASLE, pp.14-17 ; DGCC Soincom/SIC, pp. 4-8 ; 
DGCC SIC Lisboa TV, pp. 5-6. 
208 DGCC Case 40/99 Soincom/SIC, pp. 7,8. 
209 CC Decision Olivedesportos/RTP in AR [1997], p. 15 978 (165). 
210 DGCC PT Multimédia/ASLE, p.19. 
211 DGCC Porto Editora/ Lisboa Editora; DGCC Porto Editora/Areal Editores ; CC Opinion Porto Edito-
ra/Areal Editores. 
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In another decision in the book sector the DGCC relied upon product characteristics and con-
sumer needs to distinguish the market for the publishing of general literature books from the 
general market for the publishing of books212.  
 

In this case, the DGCC took into consideration supply-side substitutability and considered 
that, in theory, a publisher could print any book very easily. However the specific characteris-
tics of the market at issue (namely the need to enter into negotiations with the authors) would 
make moving into the production of other books very difficult.  
 

In the Porto Editora/ Areal Editores case213, the DGCC took in consideration the legal defin i-
tion of textbooks and exercise books 214 but considered that this segmentation was not neces-
sary and considered the relevant market as the general market for the publishing of school 
books given the fact that this was the only sector where the activity of the parties over-
lapped215. 
 

In the press sector, the competition authorities relied mainly on the characteristics of the 
product to distinguish different markets within the written press market.  
 

In the Control Jornal Editora, Lda./OGE case216, the DGCC found that within the readers’ 
market the various magazines and media publications offered for sale could be broken down 
into different markets according to their frequency, content and editorial line. 
 

The CC considered that the market for general information newspapers could be divided upon 
the different areas of influence of each publication.217.  The DGCC used the same criterion in 
the Lusomundo/Prodiário case218 to distinguish newspapers that are better sold in the northern 
and southern regions of Portugal. 
 

It is also worth commenting that for the press and publishing sector, very often the DGCC 
relied on the definitions established by decisions from the European Commission219.  
 

In the Lusomundo/Volta ao Mundo/Pressmundo case220, the DGCC based its definition on 
decisions from the European Commission that rely on the demand-side substitutability (cha-
racteristics of the products) to define the relevant product market. 
 

In the same decision, the DGCC also referred to the subdivision of the market adopted by 
Marktest, a company that provided market studies in different sectors of the economy221. 
 

                                                 
212 DGCC Editorial Notícias/ Ofcicina do Livro. 
213 DGCC Porto Editora/ Lisboa Editora, p.5. 
214 Article  1, lit. (g) and (h) of Decree-Law 176/96. 
215 ibid. 
216 DGCC Control Jornal Editora, Lda./OGE, pp. 5,6. 
217 CC Decision Sojornal/Associação da Imprensa Diária, AR [1991], p. 8134 (70). 
218 DGCC Lusomundo/Prodiário, p. 6. 
219 DGCC Control Jornal Editora, Lda./OGE, pp. 5,6; DGCC Martory/Medical Media, pp. 4,5. 
220 DGCC Lusomundo/ Volta ao Mundo/ Prodiário, pp. 6,7. 
221 ibid. p. 7. 
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Within the press market, the DGCC found that advertising in newspapers and other written 
publications constitutes a different market from the market for advertising in other forms of 
media. The DGCC justified its findings with the need that the product aims to satisfy. In par-
ticular, the DGCC considered that the advertiser’s choice on the advertising space location is 
based upon the targets of the different media.  
 
As to the press distribution market, the DGCC held that from the supply-side perspective, the 
market for the distribution of periodical publications is different from the market for the dis-
tribution of books. The DGCC based this segmentation on the fact that in the first case, the 
distribution network must be different because it has to be faster and more efficient222. 
 

The CC held that from within the market for press distribution, a further distinction could be 
made from the demand-side viewpoint between the distribution of daily, weekly and monthly 
publications. From the supply viewpoint, the CC observed that a company that supplies 
weekly publications can also easily supply daily or monthly publications. The CC considered 
that therefore the segmentation was not justified, which was supported by the fact that impor-
tant economies of scale existed in this market223. 
 

In the Internet sector, the DGCC relied on the characteristics of the product (hardware) to 
distinguish between Internet access through the computer and through television. The DGCC 
justified its findings by the different costs of televisions and computers, the different charac-
teristics of the products and the additional knowledge required to use a computer224. 
 

In the PT Multimédia/ Asle case, the DGCC distinguished between horizontal (generalist) and 
vertical (specialized) portals due to the different information needs they aim at satisfying.  
 

Finally, in the MoveOn, SGPS, SA/Fogeca.Com, SGPS, SA case, the DGCC relied on the 
supply substitutability criterion to distinguish on-line markets from traditional ones. Accor-
ding to the DGCC, there are substantial differences in costs, number of workers, the after 
sales market and the mediation between the producer and the consumer225. 
 

Definition of the relevant geographic market 

In all cases in the media sector, the competition authorities considered the relevant geographic 
market as national. Very often competition authorities referred to the language and cultural 
differences in order to define the relevant product market and considered that both language 
and cultural differences constitute an important barrier to entry into the Portuguese market for 
foreign operators.  
 

In the Editorial Notícias /Oficina do Livro case226, the DGCC considered the operator’s geo-
graphic scope of action to be a determinant criterion, finding that the relevant market was 

                                                 
222 DGCC Vasp/ Deltapress, p. 7. 
223 CC Opinion Hoge/ Lusomundo/ Presselivre, AR [2002] pp. 13 410-13 411. 
224 DGCC PT Multimédia/Asle, p. 10. 
225 DGCC MoveOn, SGPS, SA/Fogeca.Com, SGPS, SA, pp. 8,9. 
226 DGCC Editorial Notícias/ Oficina do Livro, p. 6. 
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confined to the Portuguese territory and basing its opinion on the information provided by the 
Associação Portuguesa de Editores e Livreiros – APAL227. 
 

It is worth noting that the competition authorities did not consider the relevant geographic 
market as the general market for the Portuguese language, even though a reference to this 
possibility has been made in the Media Capital/ NBP case228.  
 

In the Soincom/SIC and SIC/ Lisboa TV cases229, the DGCC considered the relevant market as 
national, basing their conclusion in part on applicable legislation. 
 

Finally, in the Internet sector, the DGCC conceded that the relevant geographic market could 
be broader than the national territory. However, the DGCC has consistently found the market 
to be national, considering the characteristics of the market, the fact that Internet Service Pro-
viders act at a national level, and—in the Media Capital/ Vizzavi case230— that operators must 
be registered with the Portuguese authority responsible for telecommunications, the ICP – 
ANACOM. 

                                                 
227 Portuguese Association of Publishers and Booksellers. 
228 DGCC Media Capital/NBP, p. 4. 
229 DGCC Soincom/SIC, p.9; and DGCC SIC/ Lisboa TV, p6. 
230 DGCC Media Capital/ Vizzavi, p. 6. 
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V. Final conclusions  

Some conclusions may be drawn from the practice of the Portuguese competition agencies 
regarding market definition in the media sector. 
 

In the first place, it is very difficult to deduce any specific approach taken by the Competition 
authorities as regards market definition in the media sector.  
 

The number of precedents that contain substantial information relevant to the present study is 
rather low. The first decision on the media sector dates from 1991 and relatively few deci-
sions have been adopted since then. We enclose as Annex A a list of the decisions and opi-
nions to which we have had access for the purpose of the current study. 
 

In addition to this, most of the decisions analyzed have been adopted in merger-control pro-
cedures. Frequently in these cases, the competition agencies do not arrive to any final conclu-
sion regarding market definition as, in any event, the proposed transactions do not pose any 
concerns for competition. In some other cases, the competition agencies would simply con-
sider the relevant market as the market where the notifying parties' activities overlapped.  
 

Finally, it should be stressed that market definitions depend very much on the type of cases 
competition authorities are called to assess. For example, up to now the Portuguese agencies 
have not assessed any case regarding the radio and music sectors, and therefore for competi-
tion purposes no markets have been identified within these sectors.  
 

Notwithstanding all the above, it is nevertheless possible to draw some conclusions from the 
analysis of the practice of the Portuguese competition agencies. 
 

In general terms, we may say that the practice of the national competition agencies is in line 
with the approach of the European Commission. As it may be seen from the comparative 
tables enclosed as Annex B,  the markets that have been defined by the Portuguese competi-
tion agencies correspond very much to the ones identified by the European Commission. In 
some cases, the national competition authorities go so far as to refer directly to precedent 
decisions from the European Commission. 
 

The criteria relied upon by the national agencies to define relevant markets may be summa-
rized as follows: 
 

The analysis of DGCC and CC practice in the media sector indicates that the authorities have 
usually relied upon the demand-side substitutability criteria when defining relevant product 
markets. The traditional method is based upon the idea of “interchangeability” among those 
products or services considered by consumers or users as substitutable. However, because in 
practice interchangeability is very difficult to measure, the competition agencies—using the 
Commission Notice on the definition of the relevant market as guidance—often relied on a 
range of parameters that, with greater or lesser accuracy, allowed for the assessment of the 
extent to which that substitution exists. 
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The parameters that the authorities have most commonly relied upon to find the existence of 
demand-side substitutability are: the physical and technical characteristics of the product, 
consumer preferences, uses or functions of the product and price levels.  
 

Supply-side substitutability for product market definition is also used, commonly defined by 
the following parameters: the different conditions of competition, the existence of any barriers 
to entry in the market, technical requirements of the market and production costs. 
 

Parameters most commonly used to define a relevant geographic market are language and 
cultural differences, operators’ geographical scope of action, and the existence of special le-
gislation.  
 

The second conclusion that we draw from this study is that it is not possible to set up a cohe-
rent and unique test to define relevant markets in the media sector. There are several reasons 
for this. 
 

In the first place, the dynamic nature of the media sector makes it very difficult for competi-
tion authorities to anticipate the emergence of new markets. 
 

Indeed, technological progresses in the last years—most particularly the possibilities offered 
by digital technology and broadband—led to the convergence of the media, Internet and tele-
communications sectors. This convergence trend is considerably changing the features of the 
present media market. New communication services or products appear every day that com-
bine the potentialities of the Internet, mobile phones and television.  
 

However, at the same time that new markets emerge, several others disappear and in some 
cases there is no real correspondence between the possibilities offered by technological pro-
gress and the consumers’ needs. 
 

The complexity of relationships that may be established within the new media sector make the 
definition of a unique test to identify relevant markets impossible. That is to say that, within 
the new media sector, there is a multitude of commercial and economic relationships that can 
be established and that can justify the distinction of different relevant markets for competi-
tion-law purposes. 
 

The number of relationships that can be established is countless. It depends on the specific 
product or services at issue, but also on the country where such relations are developed given 
the very different characteristics of the media markets in each Member State.  
 

Given the fact that there is no common pattern on how commercial relationships should de-
velop in the new-media sector, it is not possible for competition authorities to rely on a single 
test to define relevant markets. 
 
It is nevertheless possible to identify the most appropriate criterion given the specific nature 
of the sector and its foreseeable developments. 
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Indeed, with digitization—the catalyst of convergence—two trends are expected to be deve-
loped: from the supply-side perspective, the emergence of broader markets as a result of the 
existence of economies of scope with the possibility of using the same pattern in a number of 
different ways; and from the demand-side perspective, the emergence of as many markets as 
consumers' need, which will be facilitated by an unprecedented degree of  knowledge about 
consumers' needs and preferences as a result of digitization. 
 

In view of this dichotomy and given the dynamic nature of the media sector and the varying 
speeds at which technology develops relative to consumer needs, the demand-side perspective 
allows for market segmentations that are closer to the consumers’ needs and preferences. 
Therefore, we believe that such criterion is better suited for the purpose of market definition 
in the media sector. 
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ANNEX A: CASES  

This list includes European and Portuguese competition authorities’ reports and deci-
sions that have been studied for the purpose of the current report (chronological list). 
 
 
The European Commission 
 
− Candover/Cinven/Bertelsmann-Springer, COMP/IV/M. 3197 of July 29, 2003, OJ C 207 of 

September 3, 2003. 

− UEFA, COMP/37.398 of July 23, 2003, OJ L 291 of November 8, 2003. 

− Newscorp/Telepiu`, COMP/M/2876 of April 2, 2003 (not published in the OJ). 

− Sogecable/Canalsatélite Digital/Vía Digital , COMP/M. 2845 of  August 14, 2002 (not pu-
blished in the OJ) . 

− Bertelsmann/Arnoldo Mandadori/JV, COMP/IV/M. 2487 of August 23, 2001, OJ C 279 of 
October 3, 2001. 

− UGC/Liberty Media, COMP/IV/M. 2222 of April 24, 2001, OJ L 171 of June 26, 2001. 

− Universal Studio Networks/De Facto 829 (NTL) Studio Chanel Ltd, COMP/M.2211 of Decem-
ber 20, 2000, OJ C 363 of December 19, 2001. 

− SLDE/NTL/MSCP/NOOS, COMP/M 2.137 of October 16, 2000, OJ C 029 of January 30, 2001. 

− Vivendi/Canal+/Seagram, COMP/IV/M.2050 of October 13, 2000, OJ C 311 of October 31, 
2000. 

− AOL/Time Warner, COMP/M. 1845 of October 11, 2000, OJ L 268 of October 9, 2001. 

− Vodafone/Vivendi/Canal+(Vivazzi), COMP/JV. 48 of July 20, 2000, OJ C 118 of May 20, 2003. 

− Telefonica/Endemol, COMP/M.1943 of July 11, 2000, OJ C 235 of August 17, 2000. 

− TPS, COMP/IV/JV. 57of April 30, 2000, OJ C 137 of June 8, 2002. 

− Bsky/Kirch Pay TV, COMP/IV/JV. 37 of March 21, 2000, OJ C 110 of May 13, 2000. 

− Hearst/VNU, COMP/JV. 33 of December 15, 1999, OJ C 143 of May 16, 2001. 

− BIB/Open, COMP/IV/36.539 of September 15, 1999, OJ L 312 of December 6, 1999. 

− Havas Advertising/Media Planning Cas, COMP/IV/M.1529 of June 10, 1999, OJ C 190 of July 
7, 1999. 

− Bertelsmann/Havas/Bol, COMP/IV/M. 1459 of May 6, 1999, OJ C176 of June 22, 1999. 

− Gruner+Jahr/Financial Times/JV, COMP/IV/M. 1455 of March 26, 1999, OJ C 109 of April 
20, 1999. 

− TPS, COMP/IV/36.237 of March 3, 1999, OJ L 090 of April 2, 1999 . 

− Bertelsmann/Wissenshaftsverlag Springer, COMP/IV/M. 1377 of February 15, 1999. 

− Recoletos/Unedisa , COMP/M.1401 of February 1, 1999, OJ C 073 of March 17, 1999. 

− Seagram/Polygram, COMP/IV/M.1219of September 21, 1998, OJ C 309 of October 9, 1998. 

− Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere, COMP/IV/M.993 of May 27, 1998, OJ L 053 of February 27, 
1999. 

− Telia/Telenor/Schibsted, COMP/IV/JV.1 of May 27, 1998, OJ C 220 of July 31, 1999. 
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− Bertelsmann/Burda/HOS Lifeline, COMP/IV/M. 973 of September 15, 1997, OJ C 360 of No-
vember 26, 1997. 

− Warner Bros./Lusomundo/Sogecable, COMP/IV/M.902 of May 12, 1997, OJ C 202 of July 2, 
1997. 

− Bertelsmann/CLT, COMP/IV/M.779 of October 7, 1996, OJ C 364 of December 4, 1996. 

− CEP/Groupe de la Cité, COMP/M.665 of November 29, 1995, OJ C 338 of December 16, 
1995. 

− Burda/Blockbuster, COMP/IV/M.579 of April 27, 1995, OJ C 129 of May 25, 1995. 

− MSG Media Service, COMP/IV/M.469 of November 9, 1994, OJ L 364 of December 31, 1994. 

− Newspaper Publishing , COMP/M.423 of March 14, 1994, OJ C 085 of March 22, 1994. 

− Thorn EMI/Virgin Music, COMP/IV/M. 202 of April 27, 1992, OJ C 120 of May 12, 1992. 

− Magill TV Guide/ITP, BBC and RTE, COMP/IV/31.851 of December 21, 1988, OJ L 078 of 
March 21, 1989. 

 

 
The Competition Council (CC) 
 

− CC Opinion 2/02, Porto Editora/Lisboa Editora , Activities Report (“AR”) [2002], Official Ga-
zette (“OG”) 200 of August 30, 2003. 

− CC Opinion 1/02, Hoge / Lusomundo/ Presselivre, AR [2002], ibid. 

− CC Opinion 5/01, PT Multimédia, AR [2002], ibid. 

− CC Opinion 1/01, Porto Editora/Areal Editores, AR [2001], OG 189 of August 17, 2002.  

− CC Decision 3/98, Centralcer, AR [2000], OG 200 of August 29, 2001 . 

− CC Opinion 5/99, Lusomundo/Investec, AR [1999], OG 211 of September 12, 2000. 

− CC Opinion 3/99, Sport TV, AR [1999], ibid. 

− CC Declaration of inapplicability 3/96, Deltrapress and others, AR [1997], OG 301 of Decem-
ber 31, 1997. 

− CC Decision 1/96, Olivedesportos/RTP AR [1997], ibid. 

− CC Decision 3/95, RTC, AR [1995] , OG 302 of December 31, 1996. 

− CC Opinion No 1/94, Agreements between publishers, AR [1994], OG 298 of December 28, 
1995. 

− CC Decision 3/91, Sojornal/Associaçaão da Imprensa Diária AR [1991], OG 201 of September 
1, 1992. 
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The Directorate General for Trade and Competition (DGCC) 
 

The following references refer to merger decisions adopted by the Minister of Trade and instructed 
by the DGCC. These decisions were not published or, in some cases, not entirely published. 

 

− DGCC 64/2002, Canal de Negócios e Investec II/Económica. 

− DGCC 58/2002, Média Capital/NBP. 

− DGCC 54/2002, Edirevistas/Edimoda/TV Guia. 

− DGCC 53/2002, Media Capital/Vizzavi . 

− DGCC 21/2002, Porto Editora/Lisboa Editora . 

− DGCC 8/2002, Vivendi Universal/USA Networks. 

− DGCC 51/2001, Vasp/Deltapress. 

− DGCC 37/2001 SGC/RTP/SIC. 

− DGCC 14/2001, Porto Editora/Areal Editores. 

− DGCC 64/2000, Sonae.Com/Prodígio/Web.Com. 

− DGCC 63/2000, Miauger/Lotes. 

− DGCC 62/2000, MoveOn, SGPS,AS/Fogeca.Com,SGPS,SA. 

− DGCC 55/2000, PT Multimedia/Asle, (commonly referred to as “PT/Lusomundo”). 

− DGCC 54/2000, ICM/Presselivrec.DGCC 47/2000, Editorial Notícias/Oficina do Livro . 

− DGCC 32/2000, PT Investimentos/PT Prime/Megamedia. 

− DGCC 31/2000, SIC/ Lisboa TV. 

− DGCC 20/2000, Multimedia/Valentim de Carvalho. 

− DGCC 4/2000, RTP/ Lusomundo/ TV Cabo/ Porto TV. 

− DGCC 65/99, PT Multimedia/Infordesporto. 

− DGCC 52/99, PT Multimedia/Saber e Lazer. 

− DGCC 40/99 Soincom/SIC. 

− DGCC 39/99, Lusomundo/Investec. 

− DGCC 27/99, JC Decaux/Avenir France. 

− DGCC 26/99, Martory/Medical Media. 

− DGCC 25/99, Lusomundo/Prodiário. 

− DGCC 23/99, Lusomundo/Volta ao Mundo/Pressmundo. 

− DGCC 22/99, Sport TV 

− DGCC 2/99, Controljornal Editora, Lda/OGE. 

− DGCC 13/96 Lusomundo/International Films 
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ANNEX B: COMPARATIVE TABLES  

 (i) Television broadcasting 
WHOLESALE MARKETS FOR CONTENT PROVISION 

EUROPEAN COMMISSION PORTUGUESE COMPETITION AGENCIES 
Market for the acquisition of TV broadcasting rights of football events 
played regularly throughout every year . 
See COMP 37 398 UEFA 
 
 

Market for the acquisition of broadcasting rights .  Within this market: 
(i) Acquisition of broadcasting rights to professional football events ; 
See CC Decision Olivedesportos/ RTP 
(ii) Acquisition of broadcasting rights to football matches played by 
national teams  
See DGCC Sport TV 

Rights to premium films  
See Newscorp/Telepiu’ 

No corresponding case law. 

Made-for -TV programs vs. feature films  
See Vivendi/CANAL+/Seagram 

Made-for -TV programs vs. feature films  
See DGCC Vivendi Universal/USA Networks 

Programs limited to captive -use vs. programs sold to third parties 
See Telefónica/Endemol 

Independent production of fiction/entertainment programs for free-
television operators 
See DGCC Media Capital/NBP 

 
 

MARKET FOR THE PROVISION OF NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE 
EUROPEAN COMMISSION PORTUGUESE COMPETITION AGENCIES 

Administrative and Technical Services for Pay-TV 
See MSG Media Services 

Systems aimed at guaranteeing the exclusive access to authorized view-
ers (conditional access) 
See CC Opinion Sport TV 

Technical Services for both digital interactive and Pay-TV 
See BIB/Open 

No corresponding case law. 

Provision of satellite TV trans porter capacity and related services to 
broadcasters . 
See Nordic Satellite Distribution   

 
No corresponding case law. 

Customer access infrastructure for telecommunications and related 
services  
See BIB/Open  

 
No corresponding case law. 
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RETAIL MARKETS 

EUROPEAN COMMISSION PORTUGUESE COMPETITION AGENCIES 
Pay TV vs. Free to air TV 
See Newscorp/Telepiu’ 

Pay TV vs. Free TV 
See among others DGCC SIC/Lisboa TV 

 Within pay-TV: 
(i) Encrypted vs. non-encrypted pay-TV 
See DGCC RTP/Lusomundo/TV Cabo/Porto TV 
(ii) Pay-TV of sport events 
See DGCC Sport TV 

Market for marketing communications services 
See Havas Advertising/Media Planning 

Within free-to-air TV: 
(i)  Market for TV advertising 
See DGCC Soincom/SIC 

Initially: a market for each the different transmission paths  
See MSG Media Service 
Currently: no distinction between terrestrial, satellite, cable or other 
means of transmission 
See BIB/Open 

Possible market for each method of transmitting the signals  
See CC Opinion Sport TV (although not conclusive) 

 
 

EMERGING MARKETS 
EUROPEAN COMMISSION PORTUGUESE COMPETITION AGENCIES 

Digital Interactive TV Services  
See BIB/Open 

Digital Interactive TV Services 
See PT Multimédia/ASLE 

No corresponding case law. Digital Terrestrial Television 
See SGC/RTP/SIC  

Triple-play services 
See UGC/Liberty Media 

No corresponding case law. 
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(ii) Radio and Music  
 

MUSIC RELATED MARKETS  
EUROPEAN COMMISSION PORTUGUESE COMPETITION AGENCIES 

Classical vs. pop music  
See Thorn EMI/Virgin Music 

No corresponding case law. 

Music recording vs. music publishing 
See Thorn EMI/Virgin Music 

No corresponding case law. 

 
EMERGING MARKETS  

EUROPEAN COMMISSION PORTUGUESE COMPETITION AGENCIES 
On-line music vs. Traditional Distribution 
Within on-line distribution: 
(i) Downloading  
(ii) Streaming  
See AOL/Time Warner 

 
 

No corresponding case law. 
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(iii) Press and publishing 
 

PRESS  MARKETS  
EUROPEAN COMMISSION PORTUGUESE COMPETITION AGENCIES 

Raw material for publishers in order to create TV guides 
See Magill TV Guide/ITP, BBC and RTE 

No corresponding case law. 

Weekly TV guides vs. daily TV listings 
See Magill TV Guide/ITP, BBC and RTE 

No corresponding case law. 

Daily papers vs. magazines 
See Gruner+ Jahr/Financial Times/JV 

Magazines market 
DGCC Lusomundo/Volta ao Mundo/Pressmundo 
Within the magazines market: 
(i) Market for magazines related to television 
(ii) Market for magazines addressed to women 
See DGCC Edirevistas/Edimoda/TV Guia 

No corresponding case law. Daily vs. non-daily general-information newspapers 
See DGCC Lusomundo/Prodiário 

Quality newspaper vs. popular tabloids  
See Newspaper Publishing 
Within quality newspaper: 
(i) general information papers  
(ii) sports  
(iii) financial daily papers 
See Recoletos/Unidesa  

Market for daily sports papers 
See DGCC Lusomundo/Investec 

 
 
 

PUBLISHING MARKETS  
EUROPEAN COMMISSION PORTUGUESE COMPETITION AGENCIES 

General interest vs. specialized books 
See VBBB/VBVB 

Publishing of general literature books 
See Editorial Notícias/Oficina do Livro  

Professional medical publishing (books and periodicals) 
See Candover/Cinven/Bertelsmann-Springer 

Periodical medical publications (magazines) 
See DGCC Martory/Medical Media  

Publishing of paperback editions No corresponding case law. 
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See Bertelsmann/Arnoldo Mandadori/Jv 
Professional books 
See Bertelsmann/Wissenshaftsverlag Springer 

No corresponding case law. 

Distant vs. no di stant sales  
See Bertelsmann/Havas/Bol 

No corresponding case law. 

No corresponding case law. Publishing and distribution of school books 
See Porto Editora/ Lisboa Editora  

Academic publishing 
See Candover/Cinven/Bertelsmann-Springer 

No corresponding case law. 

 
 

ADVERTISING MARKETS  
EUROPEAN COMMISSION PORTUGUESE COMPETITION AGENCIES 

Readers vs. advertising market 
See Hearst/VNU 

Readers vs. advertising market 
See DGCC Control Jornal Editora, Lda./OGE 

Initially: Advertising in the press vs. advertising in other forms of media 
See Recoletos/Unedisa 
Currently: Advertising activities may not be distinguished according to 
the media employed 
See Advertising/Media Planning and Havas/Tempus 

Press advertising market 
See DGCC Decaux/ Avenir France 
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(iv) Video and cinema 
 

FILMS  MARKETS 
EUROPEAN COMMISSION PORTUGUESE COMPETITION AGENCIES 

Production of films  
See Seagram/Polygram 

 
No corresponding case law. 

Rental vs. sale of video films  
See Burda/Blockbuster 

 
See DGCC Vivendi Universal/ USA Networks 

Film distribution 
Warner Bros./Lusomundo/Sogecable 

 
See DGCC Lusomundo/International Films 

 
 (v) Internet 
 

INTERNET RELATED MARKETS  
EUROPEAN COMMISSION PORTUGUESE COMPETITION AGENCIES 

Internet access market. 
Within this market: 
(i) Dial-up access vs. dedicated connections 
See AOL/Time Warner 
(ii) Broadband Internet access services 
See UGC/Liberty Media 

Internet access market. 
Within this market: 
(i) Dial-up access; 
(ii) Access via Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) technology; 
(iii) Leased-line access; 
(iv) broadband access services. 
See DGCC PT Multimédia/Asle 

Market for Internet portals 
See UGC/Liberty Media 
Within this market: 
Vertical vs. horizontal portals 
See Vodafone/Vivendi/Canal Plus (Vizzavi)   

Market for Internet portals 
Within this market: 
Vertical vs. horizontal portals 
See DGCC PT Multimédia/Asle 

Paid-for vs. free-access content 
See AOL/Time Warner 

Paid-for vs. free-access content 
See DGCC PT Multimédia/Asle 

Website production 
See Telia/Telenor/Schibsted 

Multimedia services and website production 
See DGCC PT Investimentos/PT Prime/Megamedia 

Advertising opportunities on the Internet 
See Bertelsmann/Burda 

Internet advertising 
See DGCC Sonae.Com/Prodígio/Web.Com 
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ANNEX C: MOST RELEVANT PIECES OF LEGISLATION REGARDING THE MEDIA 

SECTOR  

In this list, we refer to each main legislative instrument regarding the media sector, as 
amended by subsequent legislation,  which has been studied for  this report. 
 
 
I. National Authorities responsible for the mass media: 
 

• Decree-Law 309/2001, creating the “ICP-ANACOM—Autoridade Nacional de Co-
municações”, OG 283 I-A of December 7, 2001. 

• Law 5/2004, establishing ICP-ANACOM’s competence regarding the regulation of 
all electronic -communications networks, services and associated facilities, OG 34 I-A 
of February 10, 2004. 

• Law 43/98, creating the “Alta Autoridade para a Comunicação Social – AACS”, OG 
180 I-A of August 6, 1998. 

• Decree-Law 34/97, creating the “Instituto da Comunicação Social –ICS”, OG 26 I-A 
of January 31, 1997. 

 

II. General approach towards media sector: 

• Articles 37-40 of the Portuguese Constitution. 

• Decree-Law 63/85, “the Copyright Act”, OG 61 of March 14, 1985. 

  

III. Television broadcasting: 

• Law 30/2003 on the model for financing public radio and television broadcasting 
service, OG 193 I-A of August 22, 2003. 

• Law 32/2003, "the New Television Act", ibid. 

• Law 33/2003, which approves the restructuring of the State entrepreneurial sector in 
the audiovisual domain, ibid. 

• Decree-Law 287/2001 on the conditional access to the services of television, radio 
and information society, OG 259 I-A of November 8, 2001 (revoked by Law 5/2004). 

• Ministerial Order 6973/2003, revoking the granting of a license to PDTP—
Portuguese Digital Platform, S.A., for the establishment and operation of a digital ter-
restrial television platform, OG 84-II April 9, 2003. 

• Ministerial Order 346-A/2001 on the regulation of the digital television public tender, 
OG 82 I-B of April 6, 2001. 

• Implementing Decree 8/99, regulating the registration of the media, OG 133 I-B of 
June 9, 1999. 
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• Ministerial Order 953/98, on the obligation for the holders of exclusive rights to give 
access to them to other channels which can broadcast abroad, OG 258 I-B of Novem-
ber 7, 1998. 

• Decree-Law 237/98, on the licensing of television channels, OG 179 I-A of August 5, 
1998. 

• Law 31-A/98, “the Television Act”, OG 160 I-A of July 14, 1998 (revoked by Law 
32/2003). 

• Decree-Law 333/97, implementing Council Directive 92/100/EEC of November 19, 
1992 on rental right and lending right and on certain rights related to copyright in the 
field of intellectual property, OG 275/97 I-A of November 27, 1997.  

• Decree-Law 241/97, “the Cable Act”, OG 216 I-A of September 18, 1997 (revoked 
by Law 5/2004). 

 

IV. Radio Broadcasting: 

• Law 4/2001, “the Radio Act”, OG 46 I-A of February 23, 2001. 

• Decree-Law 151-A/2000, on the licensing of radio broadcasting networks and sta-
tions, OG 166 I-A of July 20, 2000. 

• Decree-Law 11/2003 changing Decree-Law 151-A/2000, OG 15 I-A of January 18, 
2003. 

• Ministerial Order 470-C/98, on the exploitation of radio broadcasting through digital 
networks, OG 175 I-B of July 31, 1998. 

• Ministerial Order 470-B/98, on the licensing of radio broadcasting through digital 
networks, ibid. 

• Implementing Decree 8/99 regulating the registration of the media, OG 133 I-B of 
June 9, 1999. 

 

V. Music: 

• Law 12/81 of July 12, on the broadcasting of Portuguese music on radio and televi-
sion. 

 

VI. Books: 

• Decree-Law 176/96, on the minimal sale price of books, OG 220 I-A of September 
21, 1996. 

• Decree-Law 369/93, on books sale prices, OG 254 I-A of October 29, 1993. 
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VII. Press: 

• Regulatory Decree 8/99, regulating the registration of the media, OG 133 I-B of June 
9, 1999. 

• Law 2/99, “the “Press Act”, OG 10 of January 13, 1999. 

 

VIII. Video and cinema: 

• Decree-law 350/93, ruling cinema, video and audiovisual activities, OG 235 I-A of 
October 7, 1993. 

 

IX. Internet: 

• Decree-Law 58/2000, implementing Directive 98/48/CE of the European Parliament 
and of the Council of July 20, 1998 amending Directive 98/34/EC laying down a pro-
cedure for the provision of information in the field of technical standards and regula-
tions, OG 92 I-A of April 18, 2000. 

 

IX. Electronic -Communications: 

 
• Decree-Law 5/2004, transposing the New Electronic Framework—that established a 

harmonized framework for the regulation of all electronic -communications networks, 
services and facilities—into national legislation, OG 34 I-A of February 10, 2004. 

 

 


